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Kurzfassung

Im Laufe der Zeit ist die Popularität von mobilen Applikationen deutlich gestiegen. Da die
Nutzung von mobilen Applikationen die Verarbeitung sensibler Daten inkludiert, haben
sich verschiedenste Empfehlungen und Spezifikationen bezüglich des Schutzes mobiler
Applikationen mittels Anti-Reverse Engineering Mechanismen wie Obfuskierung und
Root-Detektierung etabliert. Aufgrund der Erfordernis, mobile Applikationen zu schützen,
wurden kommerzielle Anti-Reverse Engineering Tools, welche verschiedene Anti-Reverse
Engineering Mechanismen implementieren, entwickelt. Allerdings haben Entwickler von
Schadsoftware die Möglichkeit, Anti-Reverse Engineering Tools und Mechanismen zu
nutzen, um die Analyse ihrer bösartigen Applikationen zu erschweren. Daher strebt diese
Arbeit an, detaillierte Einblicke in die Funktionalität von verschiedenen durch Anti-
Reverse Engineering Tools bereitgestellten Mechanismen zu erlangen, um Forschenden im
Bereich der IT-Sicherheit eine effiziente Analyse von bösartigen mobilen Applikationen
zu ermöglichen.

Diese Arbeit analysiert Anti-Reverse Engineering Mechanismen dreier Anti-Reverse
Engineering Tools, indem eine Evaluations-Applikation, auf die die Mechanismen der Tools
nacheinander angewandt wurden, statisch und dynamisch analysiert wird. Im engeren
Sinne nutzt diese Arbeit verschiedene Reverse Engineering Techniken wie Dekompilierung
und dynamische Code-Instrumentierung, um die Implementierungen von String- und
Klassen-Verschlüsselung, TLS-Zertifikat-Pinning, und Root-Detektierungsmechanismen
zu analysieren.

Basierend auf den in dieser Arbeit erhaltenen Analyseergebnissen werden Unterschiede
zwischen den Implementierungen der analysierten Tools und Mechanismen diskutiert.
Daraus resultierend werden im Rahmen dieser Arbeit Skripte, welche es erlauben den
Großteil der analysierten Anti-Reverse Engineering Mechanismen dynamisch zu umgehen,
entwickelt. Zusätzlich werden zwei Ansätze, die es ermöglichen automatisch zu detektieren,
welches der drei analysierten Tools auf eine Applikation angewandt wurde, vorgestellt.
Damit ist es möglich, die entsprechenden Skripte zur Umgehung der Mechanismen
automatisiert auszuführen. Abschließend – basierend auf den vorgehenden Resultaten
und Umgehungsstrategien – präsentiert diese Arbeit mögliche Ideen und Ansätze, um die
analysierten Anti-Reverse Engineering Mechanismen und Tools zu verbessern.

Keywords: Android, Mobile Sicherheit, Applikationsanalyse, Anti-Reverse Engineering
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Abstract

In the course of time, the popularity of mobile applications has increased drastically.
As the usage of mobile applications includes the processing of sensitive data, various
recommendations and specifications regarding the protection of mobile applications
through anti-reverse engineering mechanisms, such as obfuscation and root detection,
have been established. Due to the need for mobile application protection, commercial
anti-reversing tools implementing various anti-reverse engineering mechanisms have
emerged. However, malware developers might take advantage of anti-reversing tools
and mechanisms in order to hinder analysis of their malicious applications. Therefore,
this thesis aims to gain detailed insights into the functionality of various mechanisms
provided by anti-reverse engineering tools in order to enable security researchers to
analyse malicious mobile applications efficiently.

This thesis inspects anti-reverse engineering mechanisms of three anti-reverse engineering
tools through statically and dynamically analysing an evaluation application, where the
mechanisms provided by the tools have been applied to one after the other. More specifi-
cally, this work makes use of various reverse engineering techniques, such as decompilation
and dynamic code instrumentation, in order to analyse the implementations of string as
well as class encryption, TLS certificate pinning, and root detection mechanisms.

Based on the analysis results obtained in this work, implementation differences between
the analysed tools and mechanisms are discussed. As a result, this work develops scripts for
dynamically bypassing the majority of the analysed anti-reverse engineering mechanisms.
In addition, this thesis introduces two approaches for automatically detecting which of
the three analysed tools has been applied to an application, allowing to automatically
execute the corresponding scripts for bypassing the applied mechanisms. Finally, building
upon the previous findings and bypassing strategies, this work presents possible ideas
and approaches for improving the analysed anti-reversing tools and mechanisms.

Keywords: Android, mobile security, application analysis, anti-reverse engineering
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

This chapter introduces the problem, goals, methodological approach, and structure of
this thesis.

1.1 Problem Description
Mobile applications have become more and more present over the years. Nowadays,
a majority of online activities – such as browsing the web or using online banking –
are accomplished using applications on mobile devices. From the security engineering
perspective, mobile devices and applications represent a whole new potential attack
vector, especially as mobile devices tend to store a lot of sensitive data [130].

Applications running on the most popular mobile operating system Android [233] are
usually not compiled to machine code but to bytecode, which is later executed by the
Android Runtime (ART) [44]. As bytecode is a higher-level representation and typically
includes more meta information than machine code, Android applications tend to be
easier to decompile than applications built for other operating systems.

To counteract possible reverse engineering attempts, various security and anti-reverse
engineering mechanisms, as presented by several authors, such as Graux et al. [115],
Haupert et al. [124], Sihag et al. [227], or Zhang et al. [265], were developed and improved
subsequently. Developers often make use of obfuscation, the process of changing code
in order to make it harder to understand without changing its intended functionality.
In addition to obfuscation, several other anti-reverse engineering mechanisms, such as
root detection [188] [234] or TLS certificate pinning [58] [61], can be employed to impede
comprehending the logic and implementation of an application. Although anti-reversing
mechanisms do not guarantee protection against all possible reverse engineering attempts,
such mechanisms aim to increase the effort, time, and cost needed for reverse engineering
up to a point where analysis is practically not attractive anymore.
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1. Introduction

As reverse engineering became a prominent problem in mobile application development,
various recommendations and specifications regarding the usage of anti-reversing mech-
anisms have arisen. For example, the Open Worldwide Application Security Project
(OWASP) [200] maintains the OWASP Mobile Top 10 [199], which represents a list
of the ten most common risks for mobile applications, including reverse engineering.
Additionally, the OWASP maintains the OWASP Mobile Application Security Verification
Standard [197] and OWASP Mobile Application Security Testing Guide [198], aiming
to establish and test the compliance of security requirements for developing secure mo-
bile applications. From these lists and recommendations containing common security
risks, security requirements, and testing criteria, requirements for employing anti-reverse
engineering mechanisms are derived.

Aiming to mitigate reverse engineering and to fulfil recommendations and/or potential
requirements, several commercial anti-reverse engineering tools implementing various
anti-reversing mechanisms have emerged. While some anti-reversing tools are business-
to-business products or only available as part of complex frameworks, such as the mobile
protection solution developed by Thales1 [238], some of the more accessible and popular
tools are DexProtector [145], LIAPP [165], and DashO [205].

Berlato and Ceccato [57], Haupert et al. [124], or Sihag et al. [227], for example, actively
analyse anti-reverse engineering techniques for Android applications. However, to the
best of our knowledge, specific implementation details of anti-reversing mechanisms
provided by anti-reversing tools used in practice and potential approaches for bypassing
the applied mechanisms are mostly unknown. Furthermore, the field of mobile application
security is constantly evolving and therefore represents an arms race between attackers
and defenders, thus requiring continuous research. Additionally, also malware authors
have the possibility of taking advantage of anti-reversing tools and mechanisms to make
analysis of their developed malware unattractive. Thus, it is in the interest of security
analysts to have the possibility of efficiently analysing malicious applications despite
anti-reverse engineering mechanisms being employed, for which a better understanding
of current anti-reversing tools and mechanisms as well of their weaknesses is required.

1.2 Goals
Due to the specific implementations of anti-reversing mechanisms provided by current
anti-reversing tools mostly being unknown, this thesis aims to fill the gap in research by
getting a detailed insight into the functionality and weaknesses of anti-reverse engineering
tools and mechanisms. This work provides a detailed analysis of the implementations of
several mechanisms employed by the three mobile application anti-reverse engineering
tools DexProtector [145], LIAPP [165], as well as DashO [205]. While these tools
provide several anti-reverse engineering mechanisms, this work focuses on class and string
encryption, TLS certificate pinning, and root detection. The mechanisms in focus are
offered by several popular anti-reverse engineering tools [124] [257].

1Personal communication
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1.3. Methodological Approach

Further, based on results of the analysis of the anti-reversing mechanisms, this thesis
develops procedures that allow analysts to bypass anti-reverse engineering mechanisms
in order to analyse malicious applications more efficiently. This work also realises
approaches for identifying which of the analysed tools was applied to an application,
allowing to execute the established bypass approaches automatically. Additionally, this
thesis establishes a list of possible approaches and ideas for improving the analysed
mechanisms and tools.

More specifically, this thesis aims to answer the following research questions:

• RQ1: How do DexProtector, LIAPP, and DashO implement class and string
encryption, TLS certificate pinning, and root detection mechanisms?

• RQ2: How can the mechanisms that have been analysed as part of RQ1 be
bypassed?

• RQ3: Based on the results of RQ1 and RQ2, what are possible improvements
of the analysed mechanisms in order to mitigate the identified possible bypassing
strategies?

1.3 Methodological Approach
As a starting point, literature research is performed. In addition to fundamental theoretical
aspects of Android and the relevant technologies, existing work related to Android security,
class as well as string encryption, TLS certificate pinning, and root detection mechanisms
is researched, as the literature could give some pointers on how anti-reversing mechanisms
are typically implemented. Researching existing work regarding bypassing anti-reverse
engineering mechanisms is also part of this phase, as the following practical analysis part
could benefit from existing bypassing strategies.

After establishing a proper understanding of the Android platform and (anti-)reverse
engineering tools and mechanisms, we analyse how DexProtector [145], LIAPP [165],
and DashO [205] implement string and class encryption, TLS certificate pinning, and
root detection mechanisms. As all three tools this thesis focuses on are closed source
tools, we perform several steps for each of the investigated tools: (1) Applying the tool
to an evaluation Android application, (2) statically analysing the resulting protected
application, and (3) dynamically analysing the application during runtime.

First, we develop a minimal evaluation Android application, allowing to analyse the
applied mechanisms without additional overhead. For the purposes of this research the
evaluation application must only include a basic HTTPS request with the corresponding
pinned TLS certificate. Afterwards, for each of the analysed mechanisms, we create a
build of the developed evaluation application, where the corresponding mechanism that
is currently analysed has been applied to.

3



1. Introduction

Second, we employ static analysis (e.g. by using decompilation tools) aiming to gain
an understanding of the functionality and code structure of the anti-reversing tools and
mechanisms. In the context of this work, we check the produced evaluation application
after the tool with the corresponding anti-reversing mechanism has been applied to it,
which potentially reveals details on how the mechanism and tool are operating.

Third, we employ dynamic analysis with a focus on code instrumentation by executing
the protected evaluation application while observing and modifying its behaviour. For
analysing anti-reversing mechanisms, we assume some of the executed operations of the
protected application and check the made assumptions through executing the application.
For example, root detection mechanisms commonly check existing files that indicate
a rooted device [234]. In this case, employing code instrumentation and intercepting
functions used to open files allows verifying this behaviour.

Based on the results of the previous analysis phase, we develop approaches for auto-
matically bypassing the anti-reversing mechanisms provided by DexProtector, LIAPP,
and DashO. In practice, the anti-reversing tool and mechanisms that have been applied
to a given application are usually not known up front. Therefore, in order to provide
an automatic way to bypass the anti-reversing mechanisms of a given application, we
additionally develop an approach to identify which of the anti-reversing tools this work
focuses on was applied to an application.

Lastly, based on the results of the previous analysis and developed bypassing strategies,
we conceptualise possible improvements of anti-reverse engineering mechanisms and the
analysed tools to help mobile application developers protecting their applications. The
presented improvements are evaluated by means of interviews with several experts in the
field of IT security.

1.4 Structure
The remainder of this work is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides an overview of
related literature. Chapter 3 provides the necessary theoretical foundation of the Android
operating system, reverse engineering techniques, anti-reverse engineering mechanisms,
and reverse engineering tools, as the following chapters build upon this knowledge. Next,
chapter 4 presents the anti-reverse engineering tools this work focuses on. The main part
of this thesis consists of chapters 5 to 7. Firstly, chapter 5 concerns RQ1 and analyses
several anti-reversing mechanisms provided by anti-reversing tools through employing
various reverse engineering tools and techniques. Secondly, RQ2 is addressed in chapter 6,
which develops strategies for bypassing the analysed mechanisms based on the previous
analysis results. Thirdly, in chapter 7, we present and evaluate possible approaches for
improving the investigated anti-reverse engineering tools, thus answering RQ3. Finally,
we conclude the work in chapter 8.

4



CHAPTER 2
Related Work

The following literature is either tangential or directly relevant to our work.

2.1 Android Application Security
Makan and Alexander-Bown [171] describe reverse engineering approaches for Android
applications and demonstrate simple emulator/root detection and obfuscation mecha-
nisms.

Gunasekera [118] focuses on reverse-engineering Android applications as well and addi-
tionally presents several reverse engineering tools, such as Frida [95].

He et al. [125] focus on Android malware and argue that, compared to other mobile
platforms, Android is more prone to attacks due to its openness. This openness does
not only lead to an increased malware risk, it also allows employing reverse engineering
techniques more easily compared to other platforms.

Enck et al. [89], Vidas et al. [248], Shabtai et al. [225] as well as Xu et al. [260] describe
how Android tries to establish security through its built-in security features, such as the
permission and sandboxing system.

2.2 Anti-Reverse Engineering Tools
Cho et al. [64] present “DexMonitor”, an approach that aims to print all executed
bytecode of an application by placing hooks in the Dalvik VM where Dalvik instructions
are about to be executed. For evaluating their approach, the authors use three applications
protected with obfuscation and tamper detection. However, there is no information
about the tools and protection mechanisms that have been employed for protecting the
evaluation applications. Nevertheless, the authors outline a selection of anti-reversing

5



2. Related Work

tools, including DexProtector [145]. The authors also provide a feature overview table of
the tools.

Lim and Yi [150] analyse the structure of two anti-reverse engineering tools, with one of
them being DexProtector. However, as the paper was written in 2016, implementation
details have changed since then. Hence, the analysis results are most likely out of date.

Haupert et al. [124] provide an overview of available runtime application self-protection
(RASP)/anti-reversing tools and their features, such as code obfuscation or root detection.
Further, the authors analyse the popular tool PromonShield [209] and present static and
dynamic approaches for bypassing its offered security measures.

Sihag et al. [227] discuss and compare several Android application hardening/anti-
reversing techniques. Additionally, the authors compare various Android application
hardening tools by their offered hardening techniques.

2.3 Code Obfuscation
With the intention of impeding reverse engineering and protecting intellectual property,
code obfuscation was firstly discussed in an academic context by Collberg et al. [72].
The authors distinguish between layout obfuscation (scrambling identifiers, removing
comments, etc.), data obfuscation (reordering methods, splitting and merging arrays,
etc.), and control flow obfuscation (inlining methods, reordering statements, extending
loop conditions, etc.).

Graux et al. [115] as well as Faruki et al. [92] discuss different kinds of obfuscation
(identifier renaming, control flow obfuscation, obfuscation through reflection, etc.) and
available tools applicable to Android applications.

Guo et al. [120] investigate different strategies for obfuscating Android applications and
discuss several approaches for analysing and deobfuscating obfuscated applications. These
approaches include techniques based on machine learning and dynamic analysis.

Furthermore, several approaches for detecting obfuscated Android applications have been
proposed. Primarily, researchers, e.g. Mirzaei et al. [182], Jiang et al. [132], or Conti et
al. [77], leverage machine learning-based techniques.

2.4 Code Encryption
One of the first occurrences of code encryption were packers, which were primarily
leveraged by malware developers in order to conceal malicious programs. Guo et al. [119]
discuss the underlying mechanisms of packers and potential solutions to unpack packed
binaries intending to enable malware analysis. Packers transform a binary program
into another form, leading to a different appearance than the original, thus evading
signature-based malware detection. During this process, packers might also employ code

6
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encryption and/or compression to make manual unpacking and static analysis even more
cumbersome.

In the context of Android, the principles of code encryption are discussed in the work
of Graux et al. [115]. On Android, the most popular form of encrypting code is class
encryption, the process of encrypting entire classes. Thus, viewing the source code of the
encrypted classes by using usual decompilation tools is prevented.

Geethanjali et al. [100] developed a tool for encrypting and dynamically loading and
decrypting code at an Android application’s runtime.

Zhang et al. [266] propose a technique for extracting hidden code from Android applica-
tions. The authors describe the basic idea and process of code hiding/encryption and
discuss extracting strategies.

2.5 String Encryption
String encryption is used to hide the content of string constants by encrypting them
using cryptographic operations. This way, the encrypted strings stay hidden, even if the
code is decompiled. As a result, string encryption helps hiding sensitive data, such as
URLs of command and control servers.

String encryption is a type of the more generalised technique string obfuscation, the tech-
nique of hiding strings, regardless whether this is achieved using cryptographic operations
or other methods. Glanz et al. [107] provide empirical evidence that string obfuscation
is widely used in malicious as well as benign Android applications. Furthermore, the
authors propose “StringHound”, an approach for automatically deobfuscating strings in
Java bytecode.

Yoo et al. [261] present a method to decrypt encrypted strings and discuss the deobfusca-
tion tool “dex-oracle” [101].

2.6 TLS Certificate Pinning
Sierra and Ramirez [226] research how effective common reverse engineering techniques
are against TLS certificate pinning and give a general introduction to TLS certificate
pinning. This mechanism is used to restrict an application’s secure connection to specific
certificates by providing the trusted certificate(s) or its/their public key(s). Doing so
will prevent any other connections using certificates that are not pinned, preventing
man-in-the-middle attacks. Malware authors employ TLS certificate pinning to conceal
the information exchange of their malicious applications. Sierra and Ramirez present
three methods to bypass TLS certificate pinning: Reverse engineering and modifying the
source code, hooking during runtime, and dynamic library manipulation. In addition, the
authors discuss mitigation techniques, such as emulator detection or code obfuscation.

7



2. Related Work

Ramirez et al. [215] present multiple mechanisms, such as root or debugging detection,
to protect against methods aiming to bypass TLS certificate pinning.

Fahl et al. [91] analyse the potential risk of flawed TLS certificate pinning. The tool
“MalloDroid”, which the authors developed as part of their work, helps detecting potential
vulnerabilities to protect against man-in-the-middle attacks within Android applications.

2.7 Root Detection
Nguyen-Vu et al. [188] present the fundamentals of rooting Android devices. As the name
suggests, rooting allows obtaining root access on Android. Due to the higher privileges,
rooting often represents a security risk. Applications that deal with sensitive data often
use root detection to prevent the execution in case the device is rooted. Malware authors
use root detection to prevent the analysis of their malicious applications as, e.g. dynamic
code instrumentation tools rely on the device being rooted. Furthermore, the authors
discuss different methods for detecting a rooted Android device. In addition, they apply
various evasion techniques and analyse their effectiveness.

Sun et al. [234] present further methods for detecting a rooted device. For each of the
presented methods, the authors propose a corresponding evasion technique.

Ibrahim et al. [128] analyse several applications that are using the SafetyNet Attestation
API [35]. The SafetyNet Attestation API, nowadays replaced by the Play Integrity
API [34], is an anti-abuse API offered by Google aiming to ensure that a genuine Android
device (i.e. amongst other checks, it is verified that the device is not rooted) is used for
running an application. The authors conclude that out of the analysed applications, none
of them is using the API correctly, resulting in the possibility of attackers being able to
bypass the checks.

2.8 Hooking and Debugging Detection
Berlato and Ceccato [57] conduct a large-scale study about the usage of anti-debugging
and anti-tampering techniques in popular Android applications. Their results suggest that
about two out of three applications leverage such techniques. However, the ratio of Java
to native implementations of such mechanisms is 99 to 1, implying that most developers
rely on fundamental and known approaches to detect debugging and tampering.

Szczepanik et al. [237] present an approach to detect the usage of the common hooking
framework Xposed [258]. Their approach relies on analysing stack traces of the executed
application and comparing them to the expected executed statements and program flow
using machine learning approaches. The expected program flow is retrieved through
analysing the Dalvik bytecode contained in the DEX file(s) of an application’s APK.

Wan et al. [253] introduce an approach for detecting the usage of debugging or hooking
tools through “check points” (memory addresses). In case the control flow of an application

8
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is modified through debugging or hooking, the check points will usually be tampered
with. In order to detect tampered check points, the authors’ approach collects and stores
various memory addresses, such as the addresses of methods stored in the virtual table,
as a preliminary step. During runtime, the approach frequently checks whether the actual
addresses match with the stored ones. If not, the application is terminated.

2.9 Emulation Detection
Vidas and Christin [247] present several approaches for detecting emulated devices. A
fundamental approach consists of retrieving system properties that hold different values
on physical and emulated devices. Further, the authors discuss the possibility of detecting
emulators based on the differences in behaviour, performance, and components.

Petsas et al. [202] discuss different heuristics for detecting emulators: Static, e.g. system
properties, dynamic, e.g. sensor information, and hypervisor heuristics. Hypervisor
heuristics aim to detect emulators by analysing the behaviour of the underlying execution
environment.

Choi et al. [67] present EmuID, an approach for detecting ARM emulators through
a specific behaviour regarding caching on ARM architectures. EmuID uses a crafted
code that causes a specific cache behaviour on native environments. However, emulated
environments are usually not able to reproduce this exact behaviour, leading to the
possibility of detecting emulators.

Lin et al. [151] introduce an emulator detection approach consisting of three layers to
detect the respective characteristics, namely the OS, hardware, and hypervisor layers.
The authors evaluate their approach on various common emulators.

9





CHAPTER 3
Background

The following chapter introduces background information related to the Android mobile
operating system, reverse engineering techniques, anti-reverse engineering mechanisms,
and reverse engineering tools.

3.1 Android Fundamentals
Android [2] is a mobile operating system, developed and maintained by Google. At the
time of writing, Android holds ~70% market share amongst mobile operating systems [233].

This section provides the necessary Android-related background information for this
work. This includes knowledge about the Android system’s architecture, structure as
well as components of Android applications, and the security model of Android.

3.1.1 Architecture
Android is composed of several layers, forming a stack, as shown in Figure 3.1. The
following sections describe each layer/component of the Android platform.

Kernel

The Linux kernel represents the foundation of the operating system. As common in
other Unix operating systems, the Android kernel provides several drivers for networking,
file-system access, process and memory management, etc. [87]. Android uses a modified
and feature-enhanced Linux kernel.

Hardware Abstraction Layer

On top of the kernel, the hardware abstraction layer (HAL) is located. The HAL provides
interfaces that expose hardware capabilities to upper layers of the stack and allows
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Figure 3.1: Android architecture [33].

porting Android to a wide range of different devices [183] [33]. It consists of multiple
modules, with each module implementing an interface for a particular type of hardware
component, such as Bluetooth [33].
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Native User Space

The native user space layer consists of several native (C/C++) libraries, e.g. bionic [109],
the Android-specific implementation of libc [155], used by the Android operating system
as well as core system services [87].

Core system services are needed to setup the underlying OS environment [83]. These
services include init that is the first user space process launched by the kernel on Linux
and therefore also Android systems. init mounts several directories and executes a
series of commands (“startup scripts”) to setup the user space environment, e.g. starting
services [83] [187].

Part of the Android-specific init process is the property service, which provides a
mapping of key-value pairs. These mappings are shared between all processes and include
properties such as network interface configuration or device information [83] [75].

Furthermore, init starts several daemons, including the volume daemon vold, which
is responsible for mounting and unmounting file systems [83].

After starting the daemons, init launches the zygote process [183]. zygote launches
the first instance of the Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM) / Android Runtime (ART) and
preloads core classes and resources. When a new application is started, it creates a new,
separate instance of the DVM/ART, inheriting from the initially created instance with
its preloaded classes and resources [183] [83]. Thus, new VM instances can be created
in an efficient way. Another responsibility of zygote is starting the system_server
process that in turn starts the system services.

Dalvik VM / Android Runtime

Android applications are commonly written in the Java or Kotlin language and compiled
into bytecode as an intermediary step before they are compiled into the DEX (Dalvik
Executable) format stored in .dex files within packaged Android applications.

A virtual machine (VM) – similar to the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) – is needed
to interpret and execute the bytecode, which the Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM) was
used for originally. The main difference between the DVM and JVM is that Dalvik is
register-based as opposed to the JVM that uses a stack-based approach. Furthermore,
DVM was designed to run efficiently on devices with limited memory and processing
power. As a result, it is more lightweight than the JVM and allows multiple instances to
be run at the same time [63].

The DVM is using a just-in-time (JIT) compilation approach, meaning that the compila-
tion of bytecode to machine code is delayed until it is actually needed during runtime.
This approach leads to worse performance and the need of additional resources during
the execution of an application [63].

To circumvent this loss in performance, Android 5.0 introduced the Android Runtime
(ART), which replaces the Dalvik VM [63] [260]. As opposed to the Dalvik VM, ART
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introduced ahead-of-time (AOT) compilation during the installation of applications. AOT
compilation converts bytecode to machine code, which is stored in .oat binary files.
Consequently, the installation process became more time consuming. Furthermore, the
size of applications increases noticeably due to the majority of application code being
compiled to machine code when using AOT compilation. However, the AOT approach
increases application load times and responsiveness [63].

To leverage the advantages of both DVM and ART, Android 7.0 introduced a hybrid
combination of AOT and JIT compilation to ART. This hybrid approach, which is
specified in the Android Open Source Project documentation [45], eliminates the need
of bytecode having to be compiled to machine code during an application’s installation.
Instead, during the first few application launches code is interpreted with frequently
used methods being JIT compiled. Additionally, the first few runs are profiled and
frequently used code is determined. At a later point of time (e.g. when the device is
idle and/or charging), the frequently used code detected previously is AOT compiled
and permanently stored on the device. Therefore, future application launches can take
advantage of precompiled code of frequently needed code segments.

Java Core Libraries

Android provides an own set of Java core libraries that were derived from the Apache
Harmony project [50], which aimed to develop an open-source Java implementation. Over
time, the implementation of Android’s runtime libraries diverged more and more from
Apache Harmony [87]. The runtime libraries can be accessed from applications as well as
system services.

System Services

System services implement fundamental Android features, e.g. display/touch screen sup-
port and telephony. Most services are implemented in Java, although some fundamental
ones are written in C/C++ [87]. Communication between system services is established
using Binder, described in section 3.1.3.

Java API Framework

The Java API Framework consists of Java libraries that are not part of the standard
Java runtime. The framework includes classes for fundamental components of Android
applications. Furthermore, classes that enable interactivity with hardware and system
services (“managers”) are part of the framework [87].

Applications

On the top of the stack, Android applications are located. It is differentiated between
system and user-installed applications. System applications are pre-installed and include
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browsers or calendar applications. In contrast, user-installed applications are installed by
the users themselves.

3.1.2 Applications
Android differentiates between pre-installed (system) and user-installed applications.
System applications are included in the OS image and usually installed in the read-only
mounted /system partition [87]. Hence, these applications cannot be uninstalled or
modified by normal users and may have elevated privileges compared to user-installed
applications. In contrast, user-installed applications are installed from Android’s applica-
tion market Google Play [112] or sideloaded, i.e. installed from sources other than the
Google Play Store, e.g. a web download. Applications installed by the user reside in the
/data/app directory [83].

Android applications are packaged in Android application package (APK) files which
comprise the files necessary for a fully installation-ready application. An APK is a
ZIP-archive with the structure shown in Figure 3.2. More precisely, it contains the
following files and directories [183] [63]:

• AndroidManifest.xml: The Android manifest contains meta information and
configuration of application components.

• classes.dex: This file contains the Dalvik bytecode of an application that will be
run through the DVM/ART. Note that nowadays, multidex is enabled per default,
leading to an application’s code potentially being split into multiple DEX files [24].

• resources.arsc: Pre-compiled resources, e.g. binary XML files to reduce
processing costs, are stored in resources.arsc.

• META-INF/: The META-INF directory commonly includes meta data of the appli-
cation, such as signature information.

• assets/: This directory contains resources that are packaged as-is. Developers
access these files in a typical file system-like manner.

• res/: This directory contains pre-processed – but not pre-compiled – resources,
such as layouts or images. Developers can access resources stored here using unique
resource identifiers.

• lib/: Native libraries used by the application are typically stored as shared
objects (.so files) inside the lib directory, which contains a subdirectory for each
architecture.

In the following, we describe the main components of an Android application.
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Figure 3.2: Structure of an APK file.

Android Manifest

The AndroidManifest.xml file contains various kinds of information about the appli-
cation, such as its unique package name (e.g. com.example.app) and device compati-
bility [83] [10]. Other essential parts of the manifest are the following.

First, the components of the applications have to be declared. These include Activities,
Services, Broadcast Receivers, and Content Providers.

Furthermore, the permissions (e.g. to access location data) needed by the application
have to be declared. Additionally, for each activity, service, and broadcast receiver, the
manifest declares which intents (see section 3.1.2) can be handled [10]. These declarations
are called intent filters.

Intents

Intents are asynchronous messaging objects used for requesting actions from another
application component [28].

Android distinguishes between two types of intents [28]:

• Explicit intents specify which application or component will handle the intent [28].
They are often used to start an application component within the same application.
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To do so, the class name of the component has to be known and specified. For
example, explicit intents are often used to switch to another activity.

• Implicit intents do not declare a specific application or component. Instead, they
declare an action to perform, e.g. opening an URL or sending an email. The Android
system then chooses a suitable application/component to perform the action.
Usually, this decision is delegated to the user by showing an application picker. For
an application component being selectable for a specific action, a corresponding
intent filter must be declared in the Android manifest by the developer [63].

Activities

As stated by the Android developer guide regarding application components [13], activities
are entry points for interacting with the user. To name some examples, an activity
could represent a screen showing a list of messages and another one could provide the
functionality to compose a new message. While multiple activities usually work together,
they are independent of others. As a result, an application can start an arbitrary activity
of another application if it allows it.

Nowadays, applications are often developed using a single activity and multiple fragments
for different views [116]. A fragment represents a reusable part of the UI/sub-activity
which is displayed inside the layout of an activity [26] [116].

Services

Services are components running in the background without an user interface [83]. They
are used for performing long-running operations – such as playing music or downloading
a file – and usually keep running even if the application that started the service is moved
to the background or another application is opened [63].

There are two types of services [13] [63]:

• Started services typically do not need to communicate back to the application
that started them and are kept running until their work is completed. Regular
background services are not directly visible to the user and may be stopped by
the system if more resources for other tasks are needed. In contrast, services that
should not be stopped in any circumstances are required to indicate that they are
running by showing a notification to the user (“foreground services”).

• Bound services are started because another application or the system wants to make
use of the service. Consequently, a bound service communicates the results back to
the calling application. However, as bound services are bound to the application
that started them, they are killed as soon as the calling application is terminated.
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Broadcast Receivers

Broadcast receivers respond to system-wide events (“broadcasts”), such as an incoming
SMS message [87]. If an application registers for a specific event using a broadcast
receiver, the system is able to deliver events to the application even if it is not running
at the moment the event is triggered [13]. Thus, the receiving application can specify
code that should be executed as soon as the event is received.

Content Providers

Content providers manage access to an application’s data – either stored by itself or other
applications – and provide a way to share data with other applications [18]. Therefore, if
an application needs to share data, it may declare a content provider that exposes the
data to other applications. The data exposed by content providers typically originates
from an SQLite database or file system path [83].

Furthermore, content providers provide an abstraction to the specific data storage imple-
mentation. This way, application developers can exchange the storage implementation
accessed by the content provider without affecting other applications that access the
data [18]. An example for this procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.3, where an SQLite
database is migrated to another storage system. However, due to the content provider’s
abstraction, this migration is performed transparently to the accessing applications.

Figure 3.3: Android content provider overview and storage migration [18].

Native Libraries

Although Android applications are mostly written in Java or Kotlin, Android allows
embedding native code (using languages such as C/C++) via the Android Native De-
velopment Kit (NDK) [8]. The NDK builds native libraries from native code, which are
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then included in the lib/ directory of the final APK. However, as native libraries are
compiled for a specific target processor architecture, it is required that the APK contains
several native libraries – one for each architecture that the application should run on.

While bytecode (compiled from Java/Kotlin) is executed by the ART, machine code
(compiled from native code) is directly executed by the processor of the mobile device [228].
Therefore, for bytecode being able to interact with native code and vice-versa, the Java
Native Interface (JNI) [194] is needed [29]. JNI allows native code to access fields
and invoke methods defined in the Java/Kotlin code. At the same time, JNI allows
Java/Kotlin code to invoke methods implemented in the native part of the application,
which results in a two-way communication between these components [164]. Figure 3.4
illustrates the described relationship and interaction between Java/Kotlin code, native
code and ART.

Figure 3.4: Interaction between Java/Kotlin-, native code, and ART, adapted from [164].

Using the NDK may improve the performance of applications, as native code is directly
compiled to machine code, thus avoiding code execution on a virtual machine [142].
Especially computationally intensive tasks commonly benefit from an implementation in
native code.

In addition, reverse engineering program logic implemented in native code is generally
more cumbersome, as machine code preserves significantly less information from the
original source code compared to bytecode [88] [121]. Therefore, implementing sensible
logic in native code can help protecting intellectual property, although it is still possible
to extract implementation details with enough effort and resources.

Furthermore, using the NDK allows developers to reuse existing libraries. This also
enables developers to port their logic written in native code to other platforms as well.

3.1.3 Security Model
Security features of Android are deeply embedded into the operating system and design
of the platform itself [173] [180] [183]. Most security mechanisms are provided by the
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Linux kernel that represents the foundation of Android OS [228]. On top of the security
features provided by the kernel, Android implements additional mechanisms, such as
application-specific permission management.

The remaining part of this section introduces the major components of Android’s security
model.

Sandboxing

One of Android’s core security principles is application sandboxing that ensures that
applications cannot access data or memory of other applications [228].

The fundamental mechanism behind Android’s sandboxing implementation is discre-
tionary access control (DAC) of typical Linux desktop systems with physical users [260] [93].
As Linux is a multi-user operating system, the kernel isolates user resources and processes
from one another [87]. Linux establishes this isolation by assigning each user a user ID
(UID). In addition, users can be added to groups that are identified by group IDs (GIDs).
Each resource, e.g. a file, is assigned a UID of the owner, who may alter the permissions
of the resource [228]. On Android, UIDs are not assigned to physical users, as Android
was originally designed for smartphones that are usually single-user devices [87]. Instead,
Android automatically assigns a unique UID to each application at installation [87] [138].
The installed application is then run in an own process under this UID. In addition, each
application has its own data directory with read and write permissions only granted to
its UID. This way, no other application has permissions to read and write its data [87].
As a result, Android applications are sandboxed (isolated) at file and process level [87].
Sandboxing on process level is achieved through running each application in a dedicated
process. File level sandboxing is a result of each application having its own isolated data
directory.

Additionally, Android 4.2 introduced multi-user support, with a unique user ID – inde-
pendently from the Linux UID – and a dedicated data directory, containing user-specific
settings, being assigned to each user [87]. As the Linux kernel only supports a single
numerical range for UIDs, applications installed for each user are assigned a new effective
UID, also called Android ID (AID), in order to still be able to distinguish applications
installed for each user and guarantee application sandboxing [87] [173]. The AID is a
composition of the user’s ID and the application’s UID [87]. More precisely, device users
are separated through a large offset and UIDs for applications installed per user are
assigned in a defined range [173]. Therefore, the effective UIDs differ, even if the same
application is installed by different users. As a result, each application instance runs in
its own sandbox [87].

Nonetheless, applications can also be installed using the same user ID, forming an
exception to this principle of strict isolation. Applications with shared UIDs can share files
and run in the same process [87]. Shared UIDs are mostly used by system applications and
not recommended for third party applications. Nevertheless, if third party applications
are signed with the same key (see section 3.1.3) and the corresponding attribute is
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included in the Android manifest file, third party applications are installed using the
same UID as well [87].

Permissions

Due to the sandboxing of Android applications, they are limited in terms of accessing files
and resources of the device [87]. More access rights – called permissions can be granted
to applications, which allows access to several resources, such as internet connectivity.
Applications have to declare the needed permissions inside the Android manifest [264].

Permissions are enforced at different levels of the Android stack. For example, access
to application files is enforced by the Linux kernel, as applications’ unique UIDs and
GIDs are only given access to their corresponding data directories on the file system [83].
Similarly, if an application is permitted to access the network, the application’s UID is
added as a member of the inet group and therefore granting the application the ability
to open network sockets [83].

Android differentiates between different types of permissions [32]:

• Install-time permissions give limited access to data and allow an application
to perform actions that minimally affect other applications or the Android OS.
Permissions of this type are requested before the user installs an application. There
are two subtypes of install-time permissions:

– Normal permissions allow limited access with minimal risk to data and actions
beyond the sandbox of applications. For example, the ability to access the
network is a normal permission.

– Signature permissions can be used to share resources between multiple ap-
plications [227]. They are only granted if the application that declares the
signature permission and the application that defines it are signed by the same
developer certificate (see section 3.1.3) [56]. Signature permissions are also
often used by system applications to change device settings.

• Runtime permissions (or dangerous permissions) allow applications to perform
actions that affect other applications or the Android OS more significantly. Addition-
ally, access to restricted data (e.g. private user data) may be granted. As the name
implies, runtime permissions have to be requested during runtime of an application.
For example, the ability to access the device’s camera is a runtime/dangerous
permission.

• Special permissions can only be defined by the original equipment manufacturer
(OEM) and include powerful application operations, such as picture-in-picture mode
or access to notifications. These permissions have to be granted manually in the
system settings.
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Binder

Binder is an inter-process communication (IPC) mechanism based on OpenBinder [201]
and represents the central messaging channel on Android, providing application commu-
nication with the system, services, and each other [70]. Although Linux has built-in IPC
mechanisms, Android uses Binder to remove the overhead and complexity of the standard
IPC facilities. IPC is necessary as – on a Unix-like system – a process cannot access other
processes directly [87]. Instead, the kernel has control over all processes and can expose
an interface that enables IPC [87]. On Android, this interface is the /dev/binder
device, implemented by the Binder kernel driver [87]. Figure 3.5 illustrates the communi-
cation between two processes using Binder. Through Binder’s abstraction, two processes
seem to be able to communicate with each other directly. In reality, all IPC calls take
place via the Binder driver [87]. The driver performs the kernel-level tasks necessary
for IPC, such as copying data from one process to another [53]. The kernel driver also
adds the process ID and Android ID of the calling process to the transaction data [87].
This way, the called process can inspect the PID and Android ID in order to control
access to resources. The second key component of Binder is the libbinder.so library
(“Binder framework”), which is loaded into most processes [53]. The Binder framework is
responsible for wrapping and unwrapping objects into simplified objects (“Parcels”) and
uses the ioctl [154] system call used to control a device via its driver to transfer the
relevant data to the kernel/Binder driver [53] [78].

In addition to establishing the communication between system services, Binder is also
used as a low-level foundation for higher-level IPC abstractions, such as Intents [87] [175].
Furthermore, Binder enables the communication for bound services. In order to allow
clients (components, such as activities) to bind to the service, Android provides the
IBinder interface, which developers can use to specify how clients can communicate
with the service [14].

Figure 3.5: Simplified illustration of IPC via Android Binder.
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Application Signing

The Android operating system requires Android applications to be signed by their
developers in order to be executed [87]. While only the developer holds the private key of
the certificate to sign the application, the public key is visible to everyone to verify the
signature [254]. The use of a certificate authority to sign the certificate is not required,
as self-signed certificates are sufficient [118].

Android uses the signing mechanism to ensure that updates for an application were
created from the same, original author and not tampered with by a third-party. This
verification is carried out by comparing the certificate of the currently installed application
with the one of the updated application at installation time [87]. Furthermore, developers
might sign two ore more applications with the same key in order to use a shared UID
across multiple applications, allowing multiple applications to share files or to run in the
same process [87]. In addition, application signing also allows the Android system to
distinguish system applications from other applications, as the former are signed with
the same certificate as the Android firmware. However, application signing on Android
does neither guarantee that the signed code originates from a trusted developer nor that
it is safe to run [87] [136].

Since August 2021, Google requires applications that are published in the official Play
Store [112] to be uploaded using the Android App Bundle (AAB) format [5]. Applications
that are distributed using APKs (e.g. for uploading them to alternative stores), still
require the developer to sign the APK directly [37].

The AAB publishing format includes the complete compiled code and resources of an
application, but is not distributed to end users as-is [37]. The introduction of AABs
also required some changes to the application signing process, which is illustrated in
Figure 3.6.

First, AABs must be signed using an upload key which is provided to Google and can
be replaced with a newly generated one in case it gets compromised or lost [37]. After
uploading the signed application bundle, Google builds several APKs tailored to specific
device properties, such as display resolutions or processor architectures [140]. These
APKs are signed with the app signing key – a key other than the upload key, which never
changes [37]. Building different APKs for different devices results in smaller APKs, as
only the needed resources are packaged [140].

SELinux

Android relies on Linux’ discretionary access control (DAC) to enforce sandboxing and
permissions. With DAC, a program runs with the permissions of the user who executes
it, meaning that the program could perform all actions that the user is allowed to [174].
Although Android prevents applications from misusing granted permissions by assigning
a unique UID to each application, two main weaknesses of DAC remain.
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Figure 3.6: Application signing process using AAB, adapted from [37].

First, DAC allows users with permissions to a specific resource to change the permissions
of said resource [83]. This could lead to exposing a potentially private resource to
the public, intentionally or due to a programming error [83]. Second, DAC lacks the
possibility to define permissions in a fine-grained way [230]. This is especially relevant
for system processes that run as the root user [83] [174].

To overcome these shortcomings, Android integrated an Android-specific implementation
of the mandatory access control (MAC) mechanism SELinux, short for Security Enhanced
Linux [230]. MAC enforces a system-wide, fine-grained security policy that can only be
changed by the system, not by unprivileged users/applications [87]. This security policy
explicitly specifies which actions are allowed and is primarily enforced by the kernel [173].
As a result, even if users have access to a specific resource, they cannot modify the policy,
e.g. in order to grant others access to the resource [87] [174].

This MAC model is based on three main concepts [83] [174]:

• Subjects are active actors that perform actions on objects. Usually, subjects are
running processes.

• Objects are resources, such as directories, files, and processes.

• Actions are performed upon objects by subjects. Actions include operations such
as reading, writing and executing.

These three concepts are the foundation of the core operation performed by SELinux
– checking whether a certain subject is allowed to perform a certain action on a given
object [174]. MAC does not replace, but supplements DAC [187]. DAC rules are checked
first and if (and only if) access is allowed, the SELinux/MAC policies are checked
afterwards [187].

Furthermore, SELinux has three modes of operations, which can be changed using the
setenforce command [87]:

• Disabled: No policies are loaded, fallback to DAC security enforcement.
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• Permissive: Policies are loaded and checked. However, violations of policies, i.e.
access denials, are only logged and not enforced.

• Enforcing: Used on Android per default and can only be changed with root
privileges. Policies are loaded and enforced. In addition, violations are logged.

3.2 Android Application Reverse Engineering Techniques
While the Android system provides a sophisticated security model, which provides
fundamental security features, such as the isolation of applications, applications themselves
are open to reverse engineering. In the following, we describe reverse engineering
techniques for Android applications that analysts perform commonly.

3.2.1 Decompilation
Decompilation is the process of translating compiled code back into source code [190].
Although this translation rarely leads to a 1:1 representation of the original source code,
the reverse engineered code is usually enough for an analyst to gain a comprehensive
understanding of an application’s logic and control flow [122] [190].

In the case of Android, decompilation aims to translate the bytecode stored inside DEX
files contained in APKs into easily readable Java code, regardless whether the application
was written in Java or Kotlin. Compared to machine code, Java and Dalvik bytecode,
which is later interpreted by a virtual machine, contains much information of the original
source code, such as variable and method names [189] [190]. In addition, applications are
installed on the users’ devices itself, allowing users to directly access and analyse them.
As a result, decompilation is especially easily feasible on Android and requires special
attention, as decompilation usually leads to an application’s code being revealed, which
could put intellectual property at risk.

Decompilation is performed due to various reasons. Analysts might be trying to extract
confidential information from the application that is not intended to be revealed to the
user, such as cryptographic keys [222]. Malicious reasons for decompilation include the
intention to uncover implementation details, e.g. in order to pirate and redistribute a
paid application [172]. Furthermore, analysing the implementation of an application
could allow a malicious actor to create a malicious, repackaged version thereof.

In order to make application decompilation less effective, obfuscation can be employed.

3.2.2 Man-in-the-Middle Attack
A majority of Android applications perform network requests in order to communicate
with remote servers. As a result, secure network communication should not be neglected.

One of the most common attacks on network traffic is the man-in-the-middle (MITM)
attack [60]. This attack allows an attacker to intercept messages sent between two or
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more communicating parties [76]. In a passive attack, an attacker might only eavesdrop
on the communication, while an active attack allows modifying and/or blocking network
traffic [91] [256]. Besides the malicious background of MITM scenarios, malware ana-
lysts typically observe network traffic of applications as well. By doing so, important
information about transmitted data and remote servers can be acquired.
MITM attacks are possible under various circumstances. For example, open access points
or evil twins (fake access points that trick users to connect to it) are commonly used for
MITM attacks [255].
While there are many different possible attack scenarios, according to Conti et al. [76],
a common scenario involves intercepting the public keys of the victims when they are
trying to initialize a secure connection and is illustrated in Figure 3.7. First, the attacker
intercepts the two public keys of the victims (M1 and M2) and returns his/her public key
to them (M3 and M4). As a result, the two communication parties still believe that they
received each others’ keys. Afterwards, one victim sends a message – encrypted with the
attacker’s public key – (M5) to the other user. However, the attacker is able to intercept
and decrypt the message with his private key. Finally, the attacker can redirect – and
optionally modify – the message to the intended recipient (M6).

Figure 3.7: Man-in-the-middle attack scenario [76].

Nowadays, HTTP is usually replaced by HTTPS, i.e. HTTP over SSL or HTTP
over TLS, the SSL protocol’s successor [219], as it represents the de facto standard
for establishing secure network connections. HTTPS prevents eavesdropping and was
designed for bringing confidentiality, message integrity, as well as authentication to HTTP
connections [71]. Although HTTPS minimizes the risk of MITM attacks, they cannot be
prevented completely [58] [71].
A MITM attack on HTTPS could look like the following. Usually, SSL/TLS sessions start
with the SSL/TLS handshake – a simple message exchange between client and server.
The client initiates the exchange by sending a client hello and verifies the identity of the
server [192]. This identity verification is mostly performed through digital signatures
based on X.509 certificates that are signed by a certificate authority (CA) [60] [215].
After the client connects to the server, the server transmits the certificate to the client
who then validates the certificate [91]. This validation process is critical and can lead
to an insecure SSL/TLS connection in case it is flawed or manipulated. For example, a
flawed validation process could involve trusting and accepting all certificates [192]. A
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similar behaviour – namely passing the verification process with an invalid certificate –
occurs when the victim ignores potential security warnings [76]. Furthermore, on most
operating systems, including Android, all pre-installed CAs are trusted per default [30].
If any of these CAs issue a malicious certificate or a malicious certificate is installed
explicitly, connections are at risk of man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks [30].

In order to prevent MITM attacks to a certain degree, TLS certificate pinning, integrated
in many anti-reversing tools along with other mechanisms and described in subsection 3.3.2,
can be employed.

3.2.3 Rooting
Rooting describes the process of obtaining the highest user privileges (“root”) in the
operating system [188]. Therefore, rooting is not a reverse engineering technique as
such, but often a prerequisite for further reverse engineering techniques described in this
chapter.

In Android and typically in other Linux systems as well, “root” privileges are held by the
root user [188]. To switch to the root user, the su binary can be used, which is installed
during the rooting process [234]. When su is invoked, a root management application
(such as Magisk [241] or SuperSU [235]) typically shows a confirmation dialogue before
root privileges are granted to the process/application.

Rooting is generally categorised into two types [188] [263]:

• Soft roots aim to gain root privileges on an already booted system. They rely on
exploiting vulnerabilities of the kernel or system processes running as root. However,
soft roots are not persistent per se, as the integrity of the system is checked on
each reboot.

• Hard roots are persistent but typically require the support of manufacturers for
unlocking the bootloader. They are performed by directly flashing the su binary
on the device or by replacing the operating system with a new one that has su
installed [188] [176].

With root privileges, many actions that are normally not possible due to limited permis-
sions, e.g. killing processes or accessing protected directories, can be performed [244] [62].
Therefore, rooting allows users to fully explore and customize their devices [213]. Further-
more, root access is often an requirement for reverse engineering tools (see section 3.4)
to work properly [59].

However, rooting entails the risk of weakening the device’s security, as it undermines
Android’s security model [123] [249]. On the one hand, malicious applications could
simply request root access, instead of having to exploit a kernel or system vulnerability to
gain root privileges [234]. Inexperienced users might grant the requested root permissions,
allowing malware to gain control over the whole device [234]. On the other hand, malware
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could exploit vulnerabilities within the su binary or root management application itself
to gain root access [234].

Due to the security risks that are implied by a rooted device, developers of applications
handling sensitive data often employ root detection (see subsection 3.3.3) to be able to
react accordingly. In addition, root detection is also implemented by developers who
strive for protecting their application logic, since reverse engineering tools often require
root privileges.

3.2.4 Repackaging
Repackaging refers to the process of modifying an existing application and distributing
it [177]. Typically, attackers download an existing (usually popular) application. After-
wards, the application can be reverse engineered, e.g. through decompilation. At this
stage, nearly arbitrary modifications can be performed, including removing or redirecting
application earnings and injecting malicious payloads or advertisements [66] [178]. Fi-
nally, the application is redistributed. Therefore, repackaging is a form of application
cloning/plagiarism [143].

Repackaging is especially commonly employed within the Android ecosystem, as appli-
cations can easily be distributed on the official store by registering as an application
developer and self-signing the application [135]. In addition, applications can also be
distributed without relying on application stores through sideloading.

From a reverse engineer’s perspective, unpacking and modifying an application allows
disabling potential further anti-reverse engineering mechanisms.

In order to protect applications from being modified and/or repackaged, tamper protection,
described in subsection 3.3.4, can be employed.

3.2.5 Hooking and Debugging
Hooking allows running arbitrary code within an application by hooking function calls
and inserting additional functionality [124]. This way, the behaviour of applications
can be changed completely. For example, method parameters, return values or whole
implementations may be changed [227].

Although debugging is primarily used during development, it can also be used for altering
the control flow and return values [124] [227]. On Android, two types of debuggers
can be utilised: Native code debuggers or the Java-based debugger building upon the
Java Debug Wire Protocol (JDWP) [193] [124]. The former typically makes use of
ptrace [158] to directly attach to the process of the target application [65] [124]. In
contrast, JDWP was designed for communication between the debugger and the JVM [65].
The ART/DVM also supports JDWP, which allows debugging Android applications
using the same protocol as long as the android:debuggable attribute within the
AndroidManifest.xml is set to true [65] [226].
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Both techniques – hooking and debugging – are often used for analysing applications
in-depth. The techniques can also be employed to circumvent security/anti-reversing
mechanisms, such as root detection [231].

To prevent applications from being hooked or debugged, hooking and debugging detection,
see subsection 3.3.5, can be employed. Besides developers, who use detection mechanisms
to protect their applications, malware developers often employ hooking/debug detection
to hinder researchers from analysing their malicious applications with the help of hooking
or debugging tools [242].

3.2.6 Emulation
For easier analysis, applications are often ran in emulators instead of physical devices.
This allows inspecting and resetting the application/system state or monitoring how the
application operates [124]. In addition, emulators provide analysts with a controlled and
isolated environment, which can be used for further dynamic (malware) analysis [202] [247].

As a result, malware developers tend to employ emulation detection (see subsection 3.3.6)
to force researchers to avoid the usage of emulators for analysis purposes.

3.3 Android Application Anti-Reverse Engineering
Mechanisms

In this section, we introduce anti-reverse engineering mechanisms often implemented
by anti-reverse engineering tools aiming to prevent the previously described application
reverse engineering techniques as far as possible.

3.3.1 Code Obfuscation
Code obfuscation is the process of changing the appearance of code into a form that is
difficult to analyse. On Android, the compiled code is stored within one or more DEX
files. Without obfuscation, it is trivial to analyse the human-readable Dalvik bytecode.
With obfuscation applied, significantly more resources are required to gain a sufficient
understanding of an application’s logic as – depending on the level of obfuscation – the
code becomes barely readable. As a result, code obfuscation helps protecting sensitive logic
and intellectual property as well as preventing piracy [92]. In addition, obfuscation can
hinder malware developers from publishing malicious versions of legitimate applications
through repackaging (see subsection 3.2.4).

A common tool that employs basic obfuscation techniques is ProGuard [117], an open-
source code transformer that compresses, optimizes and obfuscates bytecode [36]. It was
integrated into the Android software development kit until Android switched to the R8
compiler to fulfil the tasks ProGuard was used for previously [36].

In the remainder of this section, we present three common obfuscation techniques.
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Identifier Renaming

Usually, programmers choose meaningful names for identifiers (variables, method names,
etc.) to achieve better readability. However, meaningful identifiers are also useful for
reverse engineers to understand the functionality of an application more easily. As a
result, obfuscators tend to rename identifiers of an application to meaningless names such
as ab, ba, and alike [106]. Some obfuscators choose short strings in lexicographic order,
others may generate strings in a completely random manner [182] [74]. Although renamed
identifiers are usually easy to identify due to their length and meaninglessness, identifier
renaming makes it harder to understand the semantics of an application. Listing 3.1
shows an example for identifier renaming, where non-descriptive names are assigned to
two class variables.

1 public class ExampleClass {
2 String someString = "...";
3 int someInt = 1;
4 }

1 public class ExampleClass {
2 String aaa = "...";
3 int aab = 1;
4 }

Listing 3.1: Identifier renaming example.

Control Flow Obfuscation

Control flow obfuscation aims to hinder static analysis by changing the logical control
flow of a program. This way, the execution paths of an application are changed while
maintaining the intended functionality. Control flow obfuscation can be realised through
(a combination of) several ways. For example, dead code that is never executed, e.g.
additional methods or conditional statements that are never fulfilled, can be inserted [139].
Furthermore, loop conditions can be modified or extended by complex statements that
have no influence on the result, i.e. the number of iterations remains the same.

Listings 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate a simple example for control flow obfuscation. The for-loop
has been modified to run backwards and the reference to the variable i has been adjusted
accordingly. In addition, an if-statement with a condition that is never fulfilled has
been inserted.

Further control flow transformation techniques include the addition of redundant oper-
ations and reordering of statements [55] [54]. In addition to several other techniques,
control flow flattening is an advanced technique that moves all function bodies, loops
and conditional branches into a single loop that controls the program flow by using a
switch or multiple if statements [141] [246].
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1 for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
2 System.out.println(i);
3 }

Listing 3.2: Control flow obfuscation example: original code.

1 for (int i = 10; i > 0; i--) {
2 if (i % 11 == 0) break;
3 System.out.println(10 - i);
4 }

Listing 3.3: Control flow obfuscation example: obfuscated code.

Obfuscation through Reflection

Reflection is a Java programming technique that allows invoking methods dynamically.
The goal of using the reflection mechanism for obfuscation purposes is to hide methods
and fields that the code is calling [115]. This is realised by removing the direct references
to methods and instead retrieving them dynamically via the reflection API [196] [115].
Therefore, obfuscation through reflection modifies the control flow of an application and
can be seen as a variant of control flow obfuscation. However, the primary focus is to
hide method and field names.

Although reflection can also be used for non-obfuscation purposes, this technique can
provide a powerful way to impede reverse engineering, especially when used in combination
with other obfuscation techniques [115]. An example for obfuscation through reflection is
presented in Listings 3.4 and 3.5.

1 ExampleClass example = new ExampleClass();
2 example.exampleMethod();

Listing 3.4: Reflection example: original code.

1 Object c = Class.forName("com.example.ExampleClass")
2 .getDeclaredConstructor().newInstance();
3 Method m = c.getClass().getMethod("exampleMethod");
4 m.invoke(c);

Listing 3.5: Reflection example: obfuscated code.
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String Encryption

String encryption aims to replace string constants by encrypted representations based
on cryptographic functions [82]. During runtime, before a string is used, the decryption
routine is called. Therefore, when statically decompiling an application, original/plain
strings are not visible to a reverse engineer.

Encryption and decryption routines may use a large variety of ciphers, such as simple
XOR operations, AES, etc. [107]. In addition, to make implementations more robust,
white-box cryptography (WBC) is often employed. WBC aims to protect cryptographic
keys even if the attacker has full insights into the internal algorithm details [68].

Encrypting strings makes it more difficult for reverse engineers to understand program
flow and logic, as (plain text) strings in source code are usually excellent reference points.
Furthermore, string encryption helps hiding sensitive data, such as API endpoints, to a
certain degree.

Listings 3.6 and 3.7 show a simple example of string encryption, with the former repre-
senting the original, unobfuscated code, and the latter showing its obfuscated counterpart.
In this example, an additional class and method StringEncryption.decrypt() was
added, which allows decrypting encrypted strings during runtime.

1 public class ExampleClass {
2 String url = "https://example.org";
3 String apiKey = "ABC1234567890";
4 }

Listing 3.6: String encryption example: original code.

1 public class ExampleClass {
2 String url = StringEncryption.decrypt("/&Wi(rsdhu");
3 String apiKey = StringEncryption.decrypt("(/&ajshd");
4 }

Listing 3.7: String encryption example: code with encrypted strings.

Class Encryption

Class encryption aims to encrypt code on a per class basis. A typical approach of class
encryption mechanisms applied to Android applications is illustrated in Figure 3.8. Note
that in this illustration, we assume that the APK only contains a single classes.dex
file. The depicted approach encrypts the executable code stored inside the classes.dex
file and stores the encrypted code as a resource/asset within the newly created protected
APK [115]. The initial DEX file is replaced with an unpacking routine that is responsible
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for decrypting and loading the original code at runtime, usually immediately after
the application was started [265] [170]. On Android, dynamic class loading can be
implemented using the DexClassLoader API [22], which provides the functionality
to load DEX files during runtime [129]. This process is similar to the functionality of
packers, which were originally designed to compress software that unpacks itself during
runtime [84].

Class encryption prevents usual decompilation approaches, as only the code for decrypting
the original code is present in its original, unencrypted form. As with string encryption,
class encryption implementations often make use of white-box cryptography to prevent
reverse engineers from manually decrypting the encrypted classes.

However, class encryption is also often abused by malware, as signature-based detection
can easily be evaded due to the only code being visible is the decryption routine [216].

Figure 3.8: Typical class encryption process on Android.

3.3.2 TLS Certificate Pinning
TLS certificate pinning is a technique to mitigate MITM attacks over HTTPS. The
main idea of TLS certificate pinning is to explicitly specify, i.e. “pin”, certificates that
should be trusted and refuse connections using other certificates [90]. Therefore, an
application’s secure connection is restricted to specific certificates. This specification
of trusted certificates can be carried out in two ways. On the one hand, developers
may directly specify the trusted TLS certificates [226]. However, when the specified
certificate is replaced, e.g. due to expiration, an application update with the newly
pinned certificates has to be distributed in order to maintain functionality. Therefore,
developers also have the possibility to specify the hashes of the trusted certificates’ public
keys [226]. Thus, even when certificates are swapped out, the underlying public key
usually remains static, making swapping out certificates much easier for developers [252].
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A typical TLS certificate pinning implementation process is illustrated in Figure 3.9.
First, when the client device initiates the communication with the server, the certificate is
transferred to the client [91]. Afterwards, the client hashes the public key of the retrieved
certificate. The hash is then compared with the one that is stored in the application [215].
If and only if the two hashes match, the communication is established. Therefore, even if
the client tries to establish a connection using, e.g. a fraudulent certificate that was issued
by a operating system-wide trusted CA, TLS certificate pinning prevents establishing
the connection, as the hash comparison fails.

Figure 3.9: TLS certificate pinning process, adapted from [215].

On Android, trusted CAs are stored in the TrustManager [40] [192]. Since Android
7.0, the built-in pinning mechanism can be used by defining a network security config-
uration [30] and providing a set of public key hashes of certificates without having to
write custom code [191]. An example configuration for pinning certificates is illustrated
in Listing 3.8.

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
2 <network-security-config>
3 <domain-config>
4 <domain includeSubdomains="true">example.com</domain>
5 <pin-set>
6 <pin digest="SHA-256">7HIpactkIA...</pin>
7 </pin-set>
8 </domain-config>
9 </network-security-config>

Listing 3.8: TLS certificate pinning using Android’s network security configuration [30].
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3.3.3 Root Detection

To ensure that an application is running in a safe/unrooted environment, root detection
can be employed. Typically, the corresponding code that performs various checks to
determine whether a device is rooted is executed at the start of the application. In
case the results imply a rooted device, an action – such as showing an appropriate error
message and exiting the application – can be performed.

Root checks can be implemented using various methods. In the following, we will present
the most common methods according to a study conducted by Sun et al. [234]. The
presented methods are commonly used by root detection tools, such as the open-source
library RootBeer [223].

Checking Installed Applications

Specific applications, such as root management applications like Magisk [241] or Su-
perSU [235], are commonly installed on rooted devices. On Android, the PackageManager
class [31] allows to retrieve a list of the package names of all installed applications. Com-
mon root detection implementations iterate through this list and check whether certain
(root-indicating) packages are installed.

Instead of using the PackageManager Java API, the command pm list packages,
which lists all installed packages, can also be used.

Checking Existence of Files

To switch to the privileged “root” user, the su binary is used usually. As this binary is
not present on unrooted devices, the existence of this file is a good indication of a rooted
device.

Checking the existence of files can be done through various ways, such as using Java’s
File.exists() [25] method. As the su binary may be present in one of several
directories, multiple directories, such as /system/bin/su, have to be checked.

Alternatively, which su can be executed which outputs the path to the superuser binary
in case it exits. Otherwise, an error code is returned.

Checking System Properties

Android stores several different system properties, which can be accessed using the
getprop command or the System.getProperty() method of the Java API. Some of
the stored properties indicate a rooted device. In particular, the ro.debuggable and
ro.secure properties set to 1 and 0, respectively, indicate possible root privileges [188].
In addition, the ro.build.tags property might be equal to test-keys when using
an inofficial Android build (in contrast to release-keys on official Android builds).
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Checking Directory Permissions

Rooting a device might change some permissions of certain directories. For example, the
/system directory is usually restricted to read-only access. If said directory turns out to
be writeable, e.g. by using File.canWrite() [25], a rooted device can be concluded.

Checking Processes

Similar to checking installed applications, the currently running processes can also be
checked. If one of the processes is likely to be a root management application, such as
Magisk [241], a rooted device can be concluded.

For retrieving the running processes the getRunningAppProcesses() method of
the ActivityManager class [6] can be used. In addition, executing the ps command
returns a list of the running processes as well.

3.3.4 Tamper Protection
Tamper protection or integrity protection aims to ensure that an application has not
been altered by a third party [227]. A basic approach for checking the integrity of an
application consists of checking the signature of the APK [124]. If the signature does not
match the expected one, the application was very likely modified. For this approach, it is
necessary to embed the original signature/digest at build time, e.g. as a constant. Most
implementations try to hide the check inside the application’s code to prevent attackers
from easily bypassing the detection.

More sophisticated approaches make use of feature extraction, filtering and similarity
analysis [262]. In addition, checks are often embedded in multiple locations inside the
application, thus making it harder for attackers to circumvent the detection of an altered
application [218].

However, repackaging might also be utilised by security researchers to enable easier
analysis of potential malicious applications. For example, anti-analysis techniques – such
as root detection – could be disabled by modifying the corresponding code segments. As
a result, malware authors often employ tamper protection as well.

3.3.5 Hooking and Debugging Detection
Hooking and debugging detection can be employed to prevent the execution of an applica-
tion in case a hooking or debugging framework is attached.

Hooking tools can be detected by checking installed application packages, files or processes,
similar to checking whether a device is rooted [198]. As there are different dynamic code
instrumentation tools (see subsection 3.4.2) that provide hooking functionality available,
further detection techniques depend on the specific tool that is used.

The detection of debuggers considers the two possible types of debugging on Android:
Native code and Java-based debugging. One method for detecting native code debugging
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is measuring the execution time between two points in the control flow [99]. A large
difference in time is an indication that the execution of the process was paused (e.g.
through breakpoints) [99]. Another possible indicator is the TracerPid, which can be
retrieved by inspecting the status file of the process (proc/self/status [157]) [198].
If a debugger is attached, the TracerPid has a value different from 0 [198].

A simple method to detect debugging using JDWP is checking whether the debuggable
attribute within the Android manifest is set to true as this should never be the case with
unmodified published applications [226]. In addition, the isDebuggerConnected()
method of the android.os.Debug class [20] can be used to check whether a debugger
is attached [198]. Furthermore, the technique of measuring the time difference between
two points in the executed code that was pointed out previously can also be applied to
detect JDWP based debugging [198].

In addition to detecting hooking or debugging tools, applications might aim to prevent
the usage of such tools in advance. A common prevention technique leverages the fact
that debuggers and hooking frameworks typically make use of ptrace [158] to observe
and control a target process. However, only one tracer is allowed per process, meaning
that if the process attaches to itself, no debugging/hooking tools that rely on the usage
of ptrace can be attached [124].

3.3.6 Emulation Detection

Emulation detection aims to detect the execution of an application within an emulator.
The detection of an emulated device is possible due to the fact that recreating a complete
and real emulated system is difficult [227]. Thus, emulation detection techniques focus
on detecting small differences of certain system artefacts and properties – statically and
dynamically [133] [227].

Static checks inspect system properties, such as device ID, serial number, model, man-
ufacturer, etc. [169] [198]. Dynamic checks might retrieve values from different device
sensors, including the accelerometer, gyroscope, and GPS [202]. In general, static sensor
values indicate emulated devices.

Although – like with other anti-reversing mechanisms – emulation detection can be
bypassed, e.g. by simulating varying sensor values, it represents another necessary step
and therefore impedes application analysis.

3.4 Reverse Engineering Tools

The following section provides an overview of a variety of tools that are typically used
for reverse engineering applications and Android applications in particular.
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3.4.1 Decompilers and Disassemblers
Decompilers are tools that attempt to perform the inverse process of a compiler [69].
They take an executable (machine-dependent) program compiled to machine code as an
input and aim to produce code written in a high-level language that behaves the same as
the original executable given [69].

Disassemblers perform a subset of this reverse operation [250]. Instead of transforming a
program into a high-level language, the program is transformed into a human readable
representation of machine code, called assembly [250].

Decompilation in the case of Android aims to translate the compiled Dalvik bytecode
(instead of machine code) stored in DEX files into easily readable Java source code. Ana-
logically, Android disassemblers transform bytecode into a human readable representation
called smali [103].

In order to perform decompilation and disassembly on the Android platform, a wide
range of tools exists, with the most popular ones being introduced in the following:

apktool

apktool [243] is an open-source command-line tool for reverse engineering Android appli-
cations [83]. As some resources are encoded into binary XML format, simply unzipping
APKs would result in some files being unreadable [198]. When using apktool to unpack
APKs, XML files are decoded to text-based XML format, resources are extracted, and
DEX files are disassembled to smali representations [198] [83]. The unpacked resources
(e.g. layout XML files) and smali code can be modified and eventually be reassembled to
produce an APK [83].

dex2jar

dex2jar [210] is an open-source project providing a set of tools for working with Android
DEX and Java class files [83]. Typically, dex2jar is used to convert DEX files into the
Java Archive (JAR) format. This conversion allows using common Java decompilers,
such as JD [131], for decompiling Android applications.

Further features include reading and writing to DEX files as well as disassembling DEX
files to their corresponding smali representation and vice versa [52].

Java Decompiler (JD) and jadx

The Java decompiler project [131] consists of a few tools aimed to decompile and analyse
Java bytecode. There also exists a standalone version with a graphical user interface
(JD-GUI) that allows browsing the decompiled source code of JAR files. In combination
with dex2jar, JD is also suitable for decompiling Android applications.

In contrast, jadx [229] directly produces Java source code from DEX or APK files. In
addition, binary XML files and other resources are decoded. Furthermore, the graphical
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user interface provides additional functionality, such as jumping to declarations or
searching for specific statements and strings.

IDA Pro and Ghidra

IDA Pro [126] is a commercial disassembler, which is commonly referred to as the
industry standard reverse engineering tool [220]. In addition to the commercial license,
the developing company Hex-Rays also offers a limited-functionality freeware version [85].

Ghidra [186] is an open-source reverse engineering framework developed by the National
Security Agency (NSA) and was released to the public in 2019 [86] [220]. Ghidra
encompasses a disassembler, decompiler as well as a scripting engine for advanced use
cases [198].

Both – IDA Pro and Ghidra – are primarily known to be reverse engineering frameworks
for disassembling programs compiled to machine code. For one, this allows disassembling
and analysing native libraries of Android applications. Additionally, both tools are
capable of opening, disassembling, and decompiling DEX files directly.

3.4.2 Dynamic Code Instrumentation Tools
Dynamic code instrumentation describes the process of modifying the instructions of a
program during runtime [214]. Dynamic code instrumentation tools allow hooking function
calls. Through hooking, a function call can be intercepted before the original function is
called. Instead of the original function, custom code is executed, which may or may not
call the original function implementation. Thus, hooking allows running arbitrary code
within an application. Due to the possibility of changing the behaviour of applications
completely, e.g. through substituting return values, dynamic code instrumentation is
a powerful technique for analysing the functionality of applications as well as applied
anti-reversing tools and their mechanisms.

Frida

Frida [95] is a popular, state-of-the-art dynamic code instrumentation tool, which allows
the instrumentation of native code and Java bytecode. It is also the foundation of various
other tools, such as the mobile exploration toolkit objection [224]. Objection offers
some built-in functionality for interacting with mobile applications, e.g. bypassing TLS
certificate pinning or dumping memory.

Frida consists of multiple components, such as [98]:

• frida-core: The frida-core component contains the main injection code.

• Gum: Frida uses the instrumentation library Gum, which includes a JavaScript
engine.

• frida-helper : The frida-helper is responsible for the injection of the frida-agent.
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• frida-agent: Frida injects a shared library, called frida-agent, into the target process.
This library receives commands and forwards them to the instrumentation library.

• frida-server : In order to make the frida-core accessible for remote hosts via TCP,
the frida-server component is needed.

By injecting a JavaScript engine into the target process, Frida allows to write the
instrumentation code in the high-level language JavaScript. For injecting the agent, Frida
first leverages ptrace [158] to interact with the target process and store the current
program status. Afterwards, Frida allocates memory for inserting the loader code and
copies the loader to the corresponding memory location. Next, the loader is executed
to inject an agent. Finally, the program execution continues normally by restoring the
previously stored program status.

Further, Frida is organised as a client-server architecture, which allows instrumenting
processes running on a remote machine. In the case of Android, the remote machine
represents an Android device or emulator. Frida supports various operating systems,
including Android, by providing the corresponding server binaries compiled for different
architectures. The server binary requires root access on the device and allows instru-
menting any installed application. If root access is not available, the frida-gadget library
can be used. This shared library has to be embedded into the target application by
unpacking, modifying and repacking the APK manually.

For hooking arbitrary functions, Frida offers the Interceptor API [96], which allows
hooking functions by providing the memory address of the target function. Additionally,
Frida allows hooking and modifying Java methods by specifying the exact class and
method names. Furthermore, Frida’s code tracing engine Stalker [97] allows tracing every
executed instruction.

Xposed / LSPosed Framework

The Xposed framework [258] aims to change the behaviour of the system and applications
without changing APKs by allowing developers to replace any method in any class
of applications or the system [179]. The injection of custom behaviour is achieved
by extending /system/bin/app_process – the binary which executes a runtime
environment for Dalvik classes – by a JAR file [179]. Xposed itself only provides the
functionality to modify methods. The actual functionality (i.e. modified behaviour) is
implemented in Xposed modules, which can easily be published and shared with other
users.

As Xposed is not actively maintained anymore, its successor LSPosed [104] has evolved.
LSPosed provides similar functionality as Xposed and supports devices running Android
8.1 and above.
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Cydia Substrate

Cydia Substrate [221] is a tool originally developed for customising iOS devices. Later on,
a version for Android, supporting versions 2.3 through 4.3, was released. Cydia Substrate
allowed modifying applications without requiring source code. Similar to the Xposed
framework, Substrate only provides the toolkit for allowing instrumentation [179]. The
modifications themselves are implemented in substrate extensions.

3.4.3 Diagnostic and Debugging Tools
Diagnostic and debugging tools allow monitoring and modifying the execution of processes.
Simple monitoring might only consist of tracing executed system calls of an application.
Debugging extends the idea of monitoring a process with the possibility of intervening in
the execution of a program. For example, values of variables can be changed, which might
cause a complete change of the program’s behaviour. Thus, diagnostic and debugging
tools are also crucial when analysing the behaviour of unknown software.

System Call Tracing With strace and jtrace

strace [160] is a Unix utility used to monitor system calls. One simple use case of strace
is to specify a command that should be executed. During the execution, strace records
the system calls that are called by the process.

Each output line contains the system call name, along with its arguments in parentheses
and its return value after the equal sign. The following line is a snippet of the output when
using strace on the command cat /dev/null as the manual page of strace [160]
shows:

open("/dev/null", O_RDONLY) = 3

Tracing system calls can provide useful insights into the functionality of closed-source
programs as many functions that are available in high-level languages rely on low-level
system calls. For example, functions used for reading contents from files inevitably
leverage open and read system calls. Therefore, we will perform system call tracing
during the analysis of anti-reverse engineering tools in this work.

In addition to strace, jtrace [134], developed by Jonathan Levin, can be used when
tracing system calls on Android. jtrace is comparable to strace enriched with some
additional, Android-specific features. For example, jtrace is able to automatically parse
Binder messages, thus providing insights into Android’s inter-process communication.
Furthermore, jtrace provides a plugin architecture, allowing to extend its functionality.

Debugging with Android Studio and GDB / LLDB

For debugging Android applications, Android recommends the debugging tools contained
in Android Studio [9], which is the official IDE for Android application development [21].
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In order to debug an application, the debuggable attribute in the Android manifest
has to be set to true.

In addition, Android Studio also supports debugging native code as long as the source
code is available. However, when confronted with unknown shared libraries that are part
of Android applications, source code is usually not obtainable. In such cases, GDB [94]
or LLDB [239] can be used.

GDB, the GNU project debugger, is a popular command line debugger for Unix systems. It
provides various common debugging features, such as stopping on breakpoints, examining
stack traces and modifying variables. For debugging applications running on remote
machines, such as Android applications running on Android devices, gdbserver has to
be started on the remote system [232]. This program allows connecting GDB running on
another machine to a process via TCP.

LLDB is part of the LLVM project [240] and provides similar functionality as GDB
although some commands differ. Using LLDB is Google’s recommended way for debugging
native code of Android applications [21]. In addition, the debugger integrated in Android
studio is based on LLDB [21].

3.4.4 HTTP(S) Proxies
An HTTP(S) proxy server is an intermediary in the network between a client and
server [236]. Thus, the client does not connect directly to the server, but instead sends
its requests to the proxy server which proxies, i.e. redirects, the requests to the actual
target server. This behaviour is illustrated in Figure 3.10.

(a) HTTP communication without proxy. (b) HTTP communication with proxy.

Figure 3.10: HTTP communication with and without proxy server.

Although there are various reasons for using proxy servers in the wild, e.g. to access
external sources from within a firewall or to increase anonymity when accessing a target
server, they can also be used for network analysis [168] [236].

As the whole network traffic is transmitted through the proxy server, it may act as a
man-in-the-middle, thus allowing to intercept network requests in order to observe or
even modify them. Besides the possibility of malicious usage, e.g. observing traffic of
strangers, proxies are very commonly used when analysing applications.

However, the communication of most modern web and mobile applications is performed
using HTTP over SSL/TLS (HTTPS) to prevent eavesdropping and tampering, e.g.
as part of man-in-the-middle attacks. When using a proxy server, clients now directly
connect to the proxy instead of the original server. As a result, the proxy server needs
to create X.509 certificates through a custom certificate authority (CA). During the
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SSL/TLS handshake, the client tries to verify these newly generated certificates. However,
the client usually rejects the connection as the custom CA is not trusted per default.
Thus, in order to enable a successful verification, the custom CA certificate has to be
installed and trusted on the client device. In the case of TLS certificate pinning being
employed, further measures, e.g. bypassing the pinning mechanism, have to be taken in
order to allow traffic analysis.

In the following, we present two popular tools that allow creating proxy servers for testing
and analysing (Android) applications.

Burp Suite

Burp Suite [203] is a popular web application security testing tool developed by PortSwig-
ger [204]. The suite provides a large feature set, such as automated security testing,
fuzzing, and quality analysis of randomised values [212]. A fundamental feature is an
HTTP(S) proxy server, which is not only suitable for web, but mobile applications as
well. The proxy server, along with other helpful tools, is part of Burp Suite Community
Edition, which is free to use. In addition to monitoring network traffic, traffic can also
be modified, repeated, and analysed.

mitmproxy

mitmproxy [79] is an open-source HTTPS proxy. It is primarily developed as a command
line tool providing the functionality to intercept, inspecting, modifying, and replaying
web traffic. In addition, mitmproxy offers a graphical web interface and Python [211]
API allowing to write add-ons and scripts. Furthermore, entire HTTP conversations can
be saved for later replay and analysis.
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CHAPTER 4
Mobile Anti-Reverse Engineering

Tools

This chapter gives an overview of the three anti-reverse engineering tools that are analysed
in this work. While the following sections describe the tools in more detail, Table 4.1
provides a high-level comparison of the tools’ offered mechanisms that were introduced
in section 3.3.
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DexProtector [145] • • • ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

LIAPP [165] • • • ✓ ✓ • ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

DashO [205] ✓ ✓ • ✓ • • ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 4.1: Feature comparison of DexProtector, LIAPP, and DashO.
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4.1 DexProtector
DexProtector [145] is a mobile security solution for Android and iOS platforms developed
by Licel [149].

According to the documentation [146], main features of DexProtector include:

• Encryption of several app components in order to impede static analysis and reverse
engineering.

• Various environment checks to make dynamic analysis more cumbersome.

• Integrity checks to avoid code tampering and repackaging.

In addition to encryption of strings and classes, DexProtector also implements encryption
routines for application resources. Furthermore, DexProtector offers a dedicated TLS
certificate pinning mechanism, which makes it stand out against the other two analysed
tools. However, even though the rough outline of the features [146] states that code
obfuscation is applied, a closer look on the feature matrix [147] reveals that DexProtector
only provides the possibility of renaming resource names as well as hiding JNI methods
and refers to this process as “obfuscation”. Nonetheless, the JVM-based codebase (i.e.
Java or Kotlin) can be encrypted, provided that the tool was configured correspondingly.
As a result, bypassing or reverting the class encryption mechanisms reveals unobfuscated,
well-readable source code. Nevertheless, DexProtector can be used in combination with
R8 [36], in order to additionally perform basic renaming and obfuscation techniques.

DexProtector operates on APK, AAB (Android App Bundle), or AAR (Android Archive,
used for libraries [19]) files as an input. In addition, DexProtector can be integrated into
an existing build process using its plugin for Gradle [113], the standard build system
used for Android projects. Based on the provided configuration in form of an XML file,
the configured protection mechanisms are applied and a protected APK, AAB, or AAR
file is generated as an output. DexProtector also supports signing the application as
part of the protection process. Thus, the protected application is ready for distribution
without the need for further processing.

4.2 LIAPP
LIAPP [165] is a cloud-based mobile protection tool for Android and iOS developed by
Lockin Company [167].

Main features of LIAPP include [165]: Protection of code through class and string
encryption, tampering protection, and several environment checks, such as debugging
and rooting detection.

As LIAPP is cloud-based, no software has to be downloaded. Instead, the whole process
of protecting an application is conducted using a web interface. After logging in, a
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new record for an application can be created where configuration options can be set.
Afterwards the APK or AAB file that should be protected can be uploaded. Finally,
after the protection process was completed, the protected application can be downloaded.
However, in order to be able to distribute and install the application on devices, it has
to be signed afterwards.

4.3 DashO
DashO [205], developed by PreEmptive [208], is an obfuscation and hardening tool
for Java, Kotlin, and Android applications. Although DashO does not support class
encryption, it supports identifier renaming and control flow obfuscation. In addition
to the alteration of class, method, and variable names, DashO’s identifier renaming
implementation applies an additional technique, which PreEmptive refers to as overload
induction [206]. Overload induction aims to rename as many methods as possible to
the same name. As the name implies, this is possible due to overloading, i.e. creating
multiple functions of the same name but different parameters. However, when using
DashO for Android applications, DashO’s renaming implementation is not available, as
it expects renaming to be handled by R8 [36].

Furthermore, DashO supports string and resource encryption as well as tampering
protection. For Android applications, DashO implements several environment checks,
such as root detection. Additionally, the tool supports watermarking in order to track
unauthorized copies of software.

DashO offers a “wizard” with a graphical user interface for automatically integrating
DashO into an existing Android project using a Gradle plugin [207]. Nevertheless, the
wizard also allows to select an APK file that should be protected, without having to
integrate DashO into the build process [207]. PreEmptive recommends to configure the
protection mechanisms using the DashO graphical user interface, which generates an
XML configuration file with the specified options [207]. Nonetheless, DashO can also be
configured by modifying the XML file manually.
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CHAPTER 5
Analysis of Mobile Anti-Reverse

Engineering Mechanisms

This chapter analyses several anti-reverse engineering mechanisms provided by the anti-
reverse engineering tools DexProtector [145], LIAPP [165], and DashO [205]. First,
we present the general analysis approach and setup along with the tools we are using
throughout the process. Afterwards, we thoroughly describe the performed techniques
and results of the analysis. Finally, this chapter concludes with an overview of the
differences between the analysed tools.

5.1 Analysis Approach and Setup
This section describes this work’s analysis approach and setup.

5.1.1 Approach
This work follows the analysis approach illustrated in Figure 5.1. Step (1) consists of
implementing an evaluation application, as described in subsection 5.1.2. Step (2) applies
one of the three anti-reversing tools (DexProtector, LIAPP, and DashO) with one specific
protection mechanism to the application.

Afterwards, step (3) analyses the protected evaluation application. As a first analysis step,
static analysis is performed in step (3a). By using several decompilation and disassembling
tools, such as apktool [243] and jadx [229], some insights regarding the implementation of
the applied protection mechanism are gained. Afterwards, step (3b) employs dynamic
analysis based on the results of (3a). The focus of (3b) rests on applying dynamic code
instrumentation and function hooking using Frida [95], allowing to trace function calls
and replace function implementations. Leveraging the analysis results of (3b), further
static analysis (step (3a)) helps to gain further comprehension of the mechanism’s internal
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functionality. After the analysis of one tool with one specific protection mechanism, steps
(2) and (3) are repeated with another tool and/or mechanism.

Subsequently, after we analysed all of the tools and mechanisms in question, step (4)
works out the main implementation differences of the tools.

Based on the analysis results, chapter 6 describes step (5) that implements several
bypassing approaches for each of the analysed mechanisms as well as functionality to
automatically determine which of the anti-reversing tools this work focuses on was applied
to a given application. Step (6), which is covered in chapter 7, conceptualises possible
approaches for improving the analysed mechanisms and tools based on the previous
analysis results and developed bypassing strategies.

Figure 5.1: Analysis process.
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5.1.2 Evaluation Android Application

In order to properly analyse the stated tools, a simple Android application with one
activity, one fragment, as well as some basic features is implemented as part of analysis
step (1) (see Figure 5.1). The application’s main (and only) activity displays the result
of the root check mechanisms offered by the tools. In addition, the application provides
two buttons that can be pressed to perform an HTTPS GET or POST – depending on the
button – request to the fake/mock REST API server JSONPlaceholder [245] using the
networking library Fuel [137]. More specifically, GET requests are performed to https:
//jsonplaceholder.typicode.com/posts/1 and POST requests to https://
jsonplaceholder.typicode.com/posts/. The UI additionally contains two text
fields where the id and post title, used for the GET and POST requests, respectively, can
be specified. A screenshot of the described application is shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Screenshot of evaluation application.

5.1.3 Analysis Environment

For developing and building the Android application for analysing the applied anti-
reversing tools, a MacBook Pro 2020 running macOS 12.6 was used. In addition, all
reverse engineering tools that were used for this analysis, were installed and executed on
this machine.

For executing different builds of the evaluation Android application, a Google Pixel 4a
with Android 11 was used. The Android device was rooted using Magisk [241].
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5.2 Analysis Procedure and Results
This section describes the analysis procedure and results for each of the three anti-reversing
tools.

5.2.1 DexProtector
For analysing DexProtector we use version 12.0.1.

The mechanisms that should be applied are configured in an XML file [144], as shown in
Listing 5.1. In the shown example, only the string and class encryption mechanisms are
enabled.

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
2 <dexprotector>
3 <verbose>true</verbose>
4 <optimize>false</optimize>
5 <signMode>release</signMode>
6 <licenseFile>dexprotector.licel</licenseFile>
7
8 <stringEncryption/>
9 <classEncryption/>

10 </dexprotector>

Listing 5.1: DexProtector: Example configuration file.

General

For gaining a rough overview of the internals of DexProtector, we first apply the tool
with an empty configuration, i.e. no protection mechanisms are applied but DexProtector
still processes the Android application.

As a starting point, we unpack the resulting APK with apktool. Navigating through the
unpacked directories reveals that an assets directory containing four encrypted shared
libraries – one for each architecture (arm, arm64, x86, and x86_64) – was added. Usu-
ally, shared libraries are stored inside the lib directory located in the root directory of an
APK. However, DexProtector seems to decrypt and extract the needed library from the
assets directory just before loading the shared library using System.loadLibrary()
or System.load() calls [38]). This behaviour can be confirmed by decompiling the
APK using jadx. In the application’s main package, DexProtector added three addi-
tional classes. First, a custom exception called MessageGuardException, which is
thrown on a few occasions, e.g. when the initialisation of the application failed or
certain anti-reversing mechanisms take effect. Second, DexProtector added a custom
AppComponentFactory [11] called AppComponentFactoryDP, which is used to man-
age the instantiation of elements defined in the Android manifest. Finally, DexProtector
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added an Application class, which is instantiated before any other class upon starting
an application [12]. The inserted Application class leverages several obfuscation tech-
niques, such as identifier renaming and control flow obfuscation. Nonetheless, the method
shown in Listing 5.2 can be identified. Note that we renamed the identifiers for easier
readability. It includes a System.load() call (line 6) and a subsequent delete()
call (line 11) on the file that was previously passed to System.load(). Furthermore,
it is called with a string as parameter that is generated based on the contents of a file.
Due to string encryption being applied, static analysis does not reveal the exact name of
the file. However, this is a strong indication that the encrypted shared library inside the
assets directory is read.

1 private void extractAndLoadLib(String strFromFile) {
2 File decryptedLib = initFile();
3 try {
4 try {
5 decryptLibToFile(decryptedLib, strFromFile);
6 System.load(decryptedLib.getAbsolutePath());
7 } catch (Exception e) {
8 throw new RuntimeException(valueOf("<encrypted string>")

+ decryptedLib + valueOf("<encrypted string>"), e);→
9 }

10 } finally {
11 decryptedLib.delete();
12 }
13 }

Listing 5.2: DexProtector: Loading and deletion of shared library.

In order to further validate our assumptions, we use strace [160] for tracing system
calls of the evaluation application. One possibility for doing so is to attach strace
with the option to follow child processes enabled to zygote, the process that spawns
other application/ART instances. Upon launching the application, the strace out-
put shown in Listing 5.3 can be observed: First, the encrypted so.dat file located
in the assets directory is read (line 2). Afterwards, the target file with the name
libdexprotector.<process ID>.so is opened and the resulting file descriptor is
passed to a subsequent write [162] call (lines 5 and 6). Finally, after the library was
decrypted and written to the target .so file (lines 9 and 10), unlinkat [161] is called
in order to remove the decrypted library again (line 15).

For retrieving the decrypted shared library, we create a Frida script that hooks the
System.load() method. Whenever this method is called, a “sleep” instruction is
inserted, allowing to copy the shared library to another location before it is deleted. This
approach along with the decryption procedure is illustrated in Figure 5.3, where the
injected operations are depicted in blue. Afterwards, Ghidra [186] can be used to inspect
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1 # Reading encrypted library (com.risingapp.arm-v8.so.dat)
2 20336(evalapp): pread64 (45 </data/app/~~yP-Nn6KoLdtrug0-zbQV4A

==/a.b.app-ira19lTlpmzcGwt6QvatGw==/base.apk>,
"assets/com.risingapp.arm-v8.so.dat",34,239516) = 34

→
→

3
4 # Opening target file (libdexprotector.20336.so)
5 20336(evalapp): openat (AT_FDCWD,

"/data/user/0/a.b.app/app_outdex/libdexprotector.20336.so",577)
= descriptor 47

→
→

6 20336(evalapp): fstat64 (47
</data/user/0/a.b.app/app_outdex/libdexprotector.20336.so>,{
device: 1,2 inode: 19180 mode: 0100600 links: 1, uid: 10283 gid:
10283 size: 0}) = 0

→
→
→

7
8 # Writing decrypted library
9 20336(evalapp): write (47

</data/user/0/a.b.app/app_outdex/libdexprotector.20336.so>,
"\x7fELF\x02\x01\x01\x00DPLF\x00\x00\x00\x00\x03\x00\xb7...",512
) = 512

→
→
→

10 20336(evalapp): write (47
</data/user/0/a.b.app/app_outdex/libdexprotector.20336.so>, ...→

11
12 # Several write and other calls for loading DexProtector library...
13
14 # Call unlink to remove loaded library
15 unlinkat (AT_FDCWD,

"/data/user/0/a.b.app/app_outdex/libdexprotector.20336.so",0) =
0

→
→

Listing 5.3: DexProtector: strace output when loading native library.

the library, revealing that it is heavily obfuscated and employing techniques similar to
packers, which dynamically extract and load code during runtime [84]. Another notable
aspect is that – for obfuscation purposes – the shared library does not explicitly declare
the functions called by the Java side of the application via JNI [194]. Instead, the JNI
function RegisterNatives [195] is used to register native functions during runtime.
Nonetheless, leveraging Frida, the RegisterNatives function can be hooked in order
to log the signatures of the registered functions.

Finally, the added Application class contains a method that is responsible for checking
the signature of the application as shown in Listing 5.4. The returns method (lines 2
and 6) takes a non-readable/encrypted string as a parameter and presumably returns
the original, readable string. The shown method (azive) retrieves the signature of the
current application using PackageManager [31] (line 3), calculates the SHA-256 hash of
the signature (line 5) and compares it with a predefined byte sequence (line 7). This byte
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Figure 5.3: DexProtector: Extraction of native library.

sequence is equal to the hash of the certificate that was used for signing the application.
If the hashes do not match, an exception is thrown and the application crashes (line 8).
Thus, repackaging/resigning is prevented. Note that this check is always employed when
building an application with DexProtector and there is no configuration option for this
mechanism.

1 private void azive() {
2 MessageDigest instance = MessageDigest.getInstance(returns("..."

)); // SHA-256→
3 Signature[] signatureArr = getPackageManager().getPackageInfo(

getPackageName(), 64).signatures;→
4 // ...
5 String bigInteger = new BigInteger(1, instance.digest(

signatureArr[0].toByteArray())).toString(16);→
6 String returns = returns("...");
7 if (!returns.equals(bigInteger)) {
8 throw new RuntimeException(...);
9 }

10 }

Listing 5.4: DexProtector: Integrity check.
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String Encryption

For evaluating the string encryption feature of DexProtector only <stringEncryption/>
was enabled inside DexProtector’s configuration XML file.

Decompiling the protected application using jadx shows that the added Application
class contains the additional method public static native String s(String)
used for mapping encrypted to decrypted (plain) strings. DexProtector realises this
method as a native call using JNI. As a result, the source code of the s method is not
visible in the decompiled Java code but is instead part of the shared library that is
decrypted and loaded during runtime. Furthermore, the assets directory also contains
the file se.dat (possible abbreviation for “String Encryption”) that might act as a key
for the encryption process. Using strace, we can confirm that this file is mapped into
memory during runtime.

By hooking the native s function with Frida, the calls and corresponding return values
of the function can be logged. Analysing this output shows that the s function was
called with strings containing various characters of the unicode table, not restricted to
printable ones. While the function calls were already partially revealed by previous de-
compilation of the application, hooking also reveals the corresponding return values. For
example, spotted parameters of the s function include "\u00e3\u0090\u00b6" and
"\u00e3\u0090\u00b7". The return values of the s function, i.e. decrypted/original
strings, called with these parameters are "MainActivity" and
"https://jsonplaceholder.typicode.com/posts/", respectively. Thus, as
subsequent byte sequences used as inputs lead to completely different outputs, it can be
concluded that the string encryption mechanism is realised through a mapping of byte
sequences to the corresponding original strings.

By applying the string encryption mechanism to only a handful of classes (using
<filters> in the DexProtector configuration), it can be observed that the “encrypted”
strings (i.e. the parameters passed to Application.s()) are generated determinis-
tically. The classes are alphabetically traversed and each string occurrence is replaced
by Application.s() calls with unicode characters as parameter that are increased
by 1 for each string, i.e. \u0000, \u0001, \u0002, etc. Note that – due to this
implementation – identical strings are assigned different “encrypted” values.

Class Encryption

For evaluating the class encryption feature of DexProtector only <classEncryption/>
was enabled inside the configuration XML file.

Decompiling the protected application using jadx shows that the Application class
was added again. Original source files, such as the MainActivity class, were removed.
Instead, two .dex.dat files were added to the assets directory. Those files presumably
correspond to the encrypted classes.dex file.
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Lim and Yi [150], who analysed DexProtector’s class encryption mechanism in 2016,
describe the process as follows: First, the original (unencrypted) classes.dex file
is moved to the assets directory and another classes.dex, which generates an
“decryptor” APK, is added to the root directory (default location) of the APK. Because
the primary classes.dex file is now the one that was newly added, the decryptor APK
is generated and ran on the application’s startup. Thus, on the application’s startup,
the encrypted classes.dex file located in the assets directory is decrypted and the
original, unencrypted classes.dex file is restored. Finally, the original application is
executed by loading the restored classes.dex file with DexClassLoader [22], for
example. After loading the .dex file, it is removed again to make its extraction more
cumbersome.

However, through hooking class loader functions and tracing system calls, we de-
tected that DexProtector switched to a different approach over the years. Instead
of writing the decrypted classes.dex to a file, everything happens in-memory di-
rectly. More precisely, function hooking and system call tracing reveals that the
DexFileLoader::OpenCommon [4] function, which is invoked by InMemoryDex-
ClassLoader [27], is used to directly open a DEX file from a given memory address.
At the given address, memory was allocated and the decrypted content of the DEX file
was copied to previously. Furthermore, decompilation shows that the protected APK
does not contain any code for generating a decryptor APK or similar functionality. The
only remaining class with actual functionality is the added Application class, which
is mainly responsible for decrypting and loading DexProtector’s shared library, leading
to the conclusion that the described decryption procedure is performed by the loaded
shared library.

TLS Certificate Pinning

For configuring the TLS certificate pinning mechanism of DexProtector the same
structure as Android’s built in network security configuration [30] as shown in List-
ing 3.8 is used. The <network-security-config> tag has to placed inside the
<publicKeyPinning> tag of DexProtector’s XML configuration file.

For analysing the TLS certificate pinning mechanism a custom CA certificate of mitm-
proxy [79] was installed on the Android device. Further, the IP address of a machine
running mitmproxy was configured as a proxy server on the Android device. This setup
allows intercepting HTTPS requests as long as no TLS certificate pinning is in place.

The user manual of DexProtector [148] states that the Android Security API – including
TrustManager [40], which is used to enforce Android’s built-in TLS certificate pinning
through the network security configuration – is not used in DexProtector’s TLS certificate
pinning mechanism. Further, the manual states that, as a result, DexProtector is resistive
against attacks on the TrustManager.

We verify this statement by overwriting the implementation of the checkTrusted-
Recursive method contained in the TrustManagerImpl class [102]. Usually, this
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method recursively builds certificate chains while verifying each certificate. We replace
the implementation with a single statement that returns an empty list of certificates, thus
skipping the entire certificate verification process. This approach is commonly used for
bypassing Android’s built-in TLS certificate pinning mechanism, e.g. by objection [224], a
tool built upon Frida. This approach was applied to the protected evaluation application.
However, neither a simple Frida script replacing the checkTrustedRecursive method
nor the TLS certificate pinning bypass functionality of objection allowed intercepting
the requests with mitmproxy due to the checkTrustedRecursive method not being
called. Instead, when a network request is performed, a stack trace, describing that a
CertificateException [16] has been thrown due to a failed pin verification, was
logged. The stack trace further points out that the exception is thrown inside of classes of
Fuel [137], the networking library our evaluation application uses to perform the network
requests.

In order to identify the specific method/class that is causing the exception to be thrown,
we unpack both – the original, unprotected evaluation application and the one with
the TLS certificate pinning mechanism being employed – using apktool. Afterwards,
we calculate the differences of the unpacked applications. Besides the addition of
DexProtector classes, one difference stands out. As shown in Listing 5.5 (line 7), within
one of Fuel’s classes, a url.openConnection() call, which is used for setting up the
actual network connection [41], is replaced by a DexProtector specific method with a
randomly generated name.

1 private final HttpURLConnection establishConnection(Request request)
{→

2 URLConnection uRLConnection;
3 URL url = request.getUrl();
4 Proxy proxy = this.proxy;
5 if (proxy == null || (uRLConnection = url.openConnection(proxy))

== null) {→
6 // originally 'url.openConnection()'
7 uRLConnection = Application.BuildConfig.ayzkAHq(url);
8 }
9 if (uRLConnection != null) {

10 return (HttpURLConnection) uRLConnection;
11 }
12 throw new NullPointerException(

"null cannot be cast to non-null type " +→
13 "java.net.HttpURLConnection");
14 }

Listing 5.5: DexProtector: Replacement of url.openConnection() call to enforce
TLS certificate pinning.

As the original url.openConnection() call was not part of the standard Android
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Java/Kotlin API but a third-party library, we conclude that DexProtector actively scans
for url.openConnection() calls in order to inject its custom certificate verification
logic.

Further investigation reveals that the Application.BuildConfig class, which is
accessed in line 7 of Listing 5.5, is not present when unpacking/decompiling the protected
APK. Instead, the class is loaded at runtime as soon as it is needed, i.e. when an HTTP
request is performed for the first time. This behaviour can be observed when enumerating
all loaded classes and hooking the DefineClass method using a Frida script. The
script prints the loaded classes at startup, which is only the AppComponentFactoryDP
class, and hooks all of its methods, revealing that the instantiateApplication and
instantiateActivity methods – used for instantiating the corresponding elements
the names imply – are called. Furthermore, the JNI DefineClass method [195], which
is used for loading a class from a buffer, is hooked. This procedure reveals that the
Application$BuildConfig class is loaded when performing the first HTTP request.
In addition, we can observe that several classes inside a dedicated com.licel.dex-
protector package are loaded. These classes are used to perform the certificate verifi-
cation process and eventually also the initial url.openConnection() call, provided
that the verification was successful.

Due to Application$BuildConfig and other corresponding classes not being present
when simply decompiling the APK, the classes must be extracted at runtime. In order
to retrieve the classes, the approach that is also used for extracting the decrypted classes
when using class encryption (see subsection 6.1.2) can be used. Note that – because the
classes are only generated when the first HTTP request was sent – a request has to be
sent before extracting the classes in form of DEX files. One of the extracted DEX files
contains the generated classes that are specific to TLS certificate pinning. As an example,
Listing 5.6 shows the Application$BuildConfig class, which contains the method
that DexProtector calls instead of url.openConnection(). The method of this class
checks whether protocol of the URL is equal to "https" (line 6). If this is the case,
further action, i.e. verifying the certificate, is taken. The implementation of the validation
is spread across several obfuscated classes, starting with Application$Application.

1 public class Application$BuildConfig {
2 public static URLConnection ayzkAHq(URL url) {
3 if ("http".equals(url.getProtocol())) {
4 return new Application$R$integer(url);
5 }
6 return "https".equals(url.getProtocol()) ? new

Application$Application(url) : url.openConnection();→
7 }
8 }

Listing 5.6: DexProtector: Generated class to enforce TLS certificate pinning.
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Root Detection

For the root detection mechanism, DexProtector requires specifying three methods within
the <root> element of the configuration file [148]:

• negativeCheckCallback() is called when the device has not been classified
as rooted.

• positiveCheckCallback() is called when a rooted device has been classified
as rooted.

• doProbe() collects the environment data and must be called before being able
to use the check results. According to DexProtector’s documentation [148], a call
to a function that is responsible for detecting root is inserted at the doProbe()
method at build time.

These methods are defined by specifying the class and method names of existing
Java/Kotlin methods that should be used for the purposes described above. In addition,
the two callback methods should have an Object parameter in order for DexProtector
being able to pass additional information regarding the result of the root check.

Decompiling the protected APK using jadx reveals that a call to an r() method of a
class with a randomly generated name was inserted at the beginning of the specified
doProbe() method. Inspecting the class of the native r() method reveals several
other, additional native methods, such as d() and e(). Some of them are used for
other environment checks, such as hooking and emulator detection. In this work, we
focus on the r() method, which is used for the root detection mechanism. It is called
at the beginning of the specified doProbe() function, performs the root checks inside
DexProtector’s native library, and calls one of the two callbacks depending on the check’s
result, as depicted in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: DexProtector: Root detection process.
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By hooking the callbacks and logging the Object parameters with Frida, we can observe
that the callbacks receive a JSON string (shown in Listing 5.7) that reveals a bit of
information about the checks. On the analysis device three checks were positive (lines 6,
9, and 11). In the following, we analyse the internal implementations (within the native
DexProtector library) of each of the properties/checks outlined in the JSON. However,
due to the native library being heavily obfuscated, analysis thereof is not possible in an
efficient way. Instead, we primarily trace system calls using strace for investigating the
performed actions as root checks heavily rely on executing system calls [234].

1 {
2 "DetectTestKeys": 0,
3 "DetectRootManagmentApps": 0,
4 "DetectPotentiallyDangerousApps": 0,
5 "DetectRootCloakingApps": 0,
6 "CheckForSuBinary": 1,
7 "CheckForDangerousProps": 0,
8 "CheckForRWPaths": 0,
9 "CheckForMagiskFiles": 1,

10 "CheckForMagiskManagerApp": 0,
11 "CheckSuExists": 1
12 }

Listing 5.7: DexProtector: Root detection result in JSON.

Upon launching the application, we can observe that stat [159] is called several times
to check if files indicating a rooted device are present. This primarily concerns the
superuser binary (su), which can be located in various locations. Parts of the strace
output is shown in Listing 5.8. On the analysis device the /system/bin/su binary
was present, causing this particular stat call to succeed (line 4). When renaming this
binary, the stat call now returns -1. In addition, renaming the binary causes the
CheckForSuBinary and CheckSuExists properties of the JSON string to be set to
0.

Further, the strace output reveals that DexProtector opens and reads /proc/self/
mounts. On our analysis device the rooting software Magisk is installed and mounted
into the application’s process. Thus, the /proc/self/mounts file contains the string
"magisk". As a result, CheckForMagiskFiles is set to 1, while the similar named
property CheckForMagiskManager is set to 0, which is assumed to have been used
for indicating the presence of Magisk Manager, the predecessor of Magisk [241]. However,
SELinux often blocks access to system paths, such as /proc/self/mounts. In order to
bypass this restriction, DexProtector creates a service with the isolatedProcess prop-
erty set to true. According to the documentation regarding SELinux policies [49] and the
defined rules for isolated processes [110], services declared as isolatedProcess bypass
certain SELinux restrictions, even when using SELinux’ “enforcing” mode. In addition,
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1 ...
2
3 17970 10:53:39.398542 newfstatat(AT_FDCWD, "/system_ext/bin/su",

0x7fc794c1f0, 0) = -1 ENOENT (No such file or directory) <
0.000023>

→
→

4 17970 10:53:39.398606 newfstatat(AT_FDCWD, "/system/bin/su", {
st_mode=S_IFREG|0755, st_size=170176, ...}, 0) = 0 <0.000054>→

5 17970 10:53:39.398707 newfstatat(AT_FDCWD, "/system/xbin/su",
0x7fc794c1f0, 0) = -1 ENOENT (No such file or directory) <
0.000021>

→
→

6
7 ...

Listing 5.8: DexProtector: strace output when checking root-indicating files.

spawning an isolated process to perform the checks might bypass root hiding mechanisms,
due to isolated processes might not being detected by root hiding tools [80] [108]. This
service can be seen in the decompiled APK, provided that the root detection mechanism
is enabled. In addition, the service is declared in the Android manifest.

When executing the application on our evaluation Android device, the properties
DetectRootManagmentApps [sic], DetectRootCloakingApps, and DetectPoten-
tiallyDangerousApps are set to 0. Although the property names already provide
some guidance regarding the functionality of the checks, assumptions can be confirmed
using jtrace [134]. The jtrace output reveals that DexProtector uses Android’s
PackageManager [31] to check if any root management, hiding, or other “danger-
ous” applications requiring root are installed on the device.

The strace output further shows that system properties are accessed. System properties
on Android provide information about the software and device, such as the product name
and brand [111]. In particular, strace shows that the ro.build.tags property is ac-
cessed. This property is often equal to test-keys when using an emulator (i.e. developer
build) or an inofficial build of the Android OS, as opposed to release-keys on Android
builds provided by OEMs [234]. Further, DexProtector accesses the ro.debuggable
property, where a value equal to 1 indicates possible root privileges [188]. We confirm
this behaviour by installing the evaluation application on an Android emulator running
Android 11. Inspecting the emulator’s system properties reveals that ro.build.tags
and ro.debuggable are set to test-keys and 1, respectively. Launching the ap-
plication and inspecting the returned JSON string shows that DetectTestKeys and
CheckForDangerousProps are now both set to 1, confirming our assumption.

Finally, we investigate the remaining CheckForRWPaths property. As described earlier,
we already discovered that DexProtector reads from /proc/self/mounts. Based on
the property name, we assume that DexProtector additionally uses the read value to
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determine whether certain paths that are usually mounted as read-only are mounted as
writeable. The popular open-source root detection library RootBeer [223] implements
this approach as well and checks various system paths, such as /system. To confirm
this assumption for DexProtector, we mounted several system directories – particularly
those that are checked by RootBeer – as writeable. However, the CheckForRWPaths
property of the passed JSON string was still set to 0, leaving the described assumed
behaviour unconfirmed.

5.2.2 LIAPP
All APKs used for the following analysis were generated on 16 August 2022 (LIAPP does
not state an explicit version number).

Instead of a configuration file, the protection mechanisms that should be applied to an
application are configured using the LIAPP web interface. However, the mechanisms
“Source Code Encryption”, “Anti-Debugging”, and “Anti-Tamper” are enabled by de-
fault [166] and cannot be disabled with the LIAPP license we are using for analysis, as
stated by Lockin company after further enquiry. After configuring the mechanisms and
uploading the application, the (unprotected) APK is processed and the protected version
can be downloaded afterwards.

General

First, we apply the tool with only the default/necessary options stated above.

Unpacking the resulting APK with apktool fails because of “invalid bytes” in one of
the contained files. To circumvent this error, the -s flag of apktool can be used in
order to prevent it from decoding sources. By specifying this flag, the APK is unpacked
successfully, revealing the modified and added contents shown in Figure 5.5. Four shared
libraries – one for each architecture (arm, arm64, x86, and x86_64) – with the name
libxbyabz.so were added to the lib directory. Additionally, the file LIAPP.ini
was added to the assets directory, containing plain text informing that the APK has
been protected with LIAPP. Furthermore, the unpacked directory contains two DEX
files – classes.dex as well as classes2.dex. As the DEX files are not decoded
yet, we use jadx to disassemble and decompile them. While this process succeeds for
classes.dex, it fails for classes2.dex due to “bad bytes”, similar to before when
apktool was applied initially. Therefore, we assume that classes2.dex is stored in an
encrypted form inside the APK and decrypted as well as loaded during runtime.

Nonetheless, the decompiled code of the classes.dex file can be analysed. LIAPP
added the package com.liapp to the APK. This package contains several obfuscated
classes with identifiers containing non-printable characters. In addition, all strings were
replaced by method calls with obfuscated strings as parameters returning the original
strings, thus representing a form of string obfuscation. However, the deobfuscation
method is directly implemented in one of the added classes and relies on simple bitwise
XOR and AND instructions, allowing to reimplement the deobfuscation algorithm. In
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Figure 5.5: LIAPP: Contents of protected APK.

combination with a regular expression that identifies the obfuscated strings/deobfuscation
method calls, all strings of the decompiled classes can be deobfuscated automatically,
allowing a more efficient analysis of the added classes. One of the added classes is a custom
Application class, which is also specified in the Android manifest and contains several
functions for retrieving information about the device, such as the Android OS version
and the Android application itself, such as its package name and granted permissions.
In addition, the class is responsible for loading LIAPP’s shared library. Furthermore,
the custom Application class contains a single native method declaration that is
called multiple times during initialisation. The other classes seem to be responsible for
loading DEX files and their respective classes, as they leverage the loadDex() method
of Android’s DexFile [23] class used for loading DEX files during runtime. Additionally,
the ClassLoader [17] class is used within several methods of the added classes in order
to load classes of the loaded DEX file during runtime. In the case of the analysed APK,
the DexFile and ClassLoader classes might be used for loading the classes2.dex
file (after it has been decrypted) as well as its contained classes.

However, as one of the necessary options is “Anti-Debugging”, attempts to hook the
application using Frida fail, thus preventing a more detailed dynamic analysis. More
precisely, the connection to Frida is disconnected within the native method that is defined
in the custom Application class. Moreover, trying to circumvent this mechanism by
overwriting the implementation of said method, causes the application to crash immedi-
ately due to some classes not being found. This leads to the conclusion that the previously
described class decryption and loading routines are embedded within the method that
also contains the anti-debugging/hooking mechanism, preventing overwriting the im-
plementation without affecting the behaviour of the protected application. In addition,
when trying to attach Frida to an already running application that is protected with
LIAPP, the connection is terminated immediately, indicating the usage of ptrace [158]
to attach to the own process in order to prevent debugging and hooking tools from
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attaching. As the analysis of debug/hook detection mechanisms is not in the scope of
this work, the matter of bypassing these mechanisms remains open for further research.

String Encryption

For analysing LIAPP’s string encryption mechanism, the corresponding option in addition
to the necessary ones was enabled.

Decompiling the protected APK using jadx shows that strings are replaced with different
methods containing unprintable characters in their names. Every “decryption” method
takes an integer as a single parameter and returns the original, decrypted string. Further-
more, the methods are defined in a single class (com.liapp.y) that is not present in
the APK. One of the classes of the added com.liapp package contains a method that
explicitly loads the class com.liapp.y using a ClassLoader. Thus, it is assumed
that the class containing the “decryption” methods is contained in the additionally
added DEX file and thus loaded during runtime, as described in the previous section.
However, the corresponding method for decrypting the strings cannot be hooked without
circumventing LIAPP’s anti-hooking mechanism.

Class Encryption

For analysing LIAPP’s class encryption mechanism, the “class protection” option in
addition to the necessary ones was enabled. LIAPP allows specifying a filter for the
classes that should be protected to avoid a drastic performance impact caused by
protecting/encrypting a large amount of classes, such as the default Android API and
embedded libraries.

Decompiling the protected APK using jadx shows that the classes of the evaluation
application have been completely removed from the APK/classes.dex file. Instead,
the com.liapp package that was added during the protection process file makes use of
Android’s DexFile [23] and ClassLoader [17] classes in order to load classes during
runtime, as described in the “General” section. Furthermore, the classes2.dex file’s
size increased by approximately 4 kilobytes when using the class encryption mechanism.
Thus, we expect that the protected classes where encrypted and stored within the
classes2.dex file. This way, LIAPP does not need to perform additional operations
for decrypting encrypted classes, as said DEX file is decrypted on the application’s startup
regardless of enabling the class encryption mechanism. However, similar to before, the
methods for decrypting and loading the encrypted classes cannot be hooked without
circumventing LIAPP’s anti-hooking mechanism.

Root Detection

For analysing LIAPP’s root detection mechanism, the corresponding option in addition
to the necessary ones was enabled.
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Decompiling the protected APK using jadx shows no change in functionality in comparison
with the APK where only the necessary protection mechanisms have been applied to.
Thus, we assume that the root checks are executed immediately after LIAPP’s native
library is loaded.

We further analyse the strace output upon the application’s startup. Multiple
openat [156] calls – used for attempting to open su binaries at different locations – can
be observed. Additionally, files installed and required by Magisk, such as /system/bin
/magisk, are checked. This way, the presence of potential superuser binaries and Magisk
files can be determined by checking the return values of the openat calls. However,
note that the same behaviour/system calls can be observed with only the necessary
protection mechanisms enabled in LIAPP’s web interface (i.e. root detection mechanism
is disabled), leading to the conclusion that no additional functionality – except crashing
the application on a positive check result – is added to the APK. On the physical Android
device used for analysis, rooting is immediately detected and a corresponding dialogue is
shown before the application crashes. Further, renaming the superuser binary on the
physical device rooted through Magisk does not bypass LIAPP’s root detection, as the
existence of several Magisk-related files is checked.

In order to confirm this assumption, we execute the evaluation application on an x86_64
Android emulator, running Android OS 11 without Google Play Services, causing the
emulator to include an su binary. After renaming the binary, LIAPP still classifies the
device as rooted, due to the device being detected as an emulator, as the dialogue depicted
in Figure 5.6 implies. The shown message suggests that one or more system properties
have been read in order to conclude that the executing device is an emulator. Modifying
various potential related system properties reveals that merely the ro.build.type
property, representing the build flavour of the OS image [15] [43], is compared against
the string "userdebug", which is the typical value on emulator images. Changing the
ro.build.type property to any other, arbitrary value bypasses LIAPP’s root detection
mechanism (also see subsection 6.2.3).

In conclusion, LIAPP’s root detection mechanism operates as follows:

1. Various potential locations of su binary are checked.

2. The property ro.build.type is checked against "userdebug".

3. If the previous checks (1. and 2.) are negative, the existence of files required by
Magisk is determined.

5.2.3 DashO
For analysing DashO we use version 11.2.1.

The mechanisms that should be applied are configured in a graphical user interface or
directly in an XML file [207], as shown in Listing 5.9. In this example, only the string
encryption mechanism is enabled.
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Figure 5.6: LIAPP: Dialogue indicating rooted device (emulator) was detected.

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
2 <dasho mode="android" version="11.2.1">
3 <stringencrypt option="on" />
4 </dasho>

Listing 5.9: DashO: Example configuration file.

General

We first apply the tool with an empty configuration, i.e. no protection mechanisms are
applied, but DashO still processes the Android application.

Unpacking the resulting APK with apktool reveals no visible changes to the contents of
the APK, i.e. no added classes or libraries. We further compute the differences of the
bytecode (in smali representation). This comparison shows that there are no remarkable
changes, except the insertion of if statements that check whether a certain time has
passed and throw an exception in order to exit the application if this is the case. This
behaviour is related to the usage of DashO’s trial license, which allows using the tool
and resulting applications for a short period of time. After the evaluation period expired,
protected applications become unusable through the procedure described above.

String Encryption

DashO’s string encryption mechanism allows configuring the “string encryption level”
as well as the “number of decrypters” [207]. The former controls the strength of the
used encryption algorithms. However, stronger algorithms reduce the performance of
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the application as decryption at runtime consumes more time. The latter controls
how many different methods used for decrypting encrypted strings are added to the
application. For analysing the string encryption mechanism, we exclusively enabled string
encryption (using the <stringencrypt/> element in the configuration file) and set
both parameters to their default values of 2.

Decompiling the protected APK with jadx reveals that strings were replaced by a sequence
of newly generated method calls as shown in Listing 5.10. The generated methods are
part of anonymous classes that were inserted into existing, randomly selected classes of
the Java/Kotlin and Android APIs. For example, line 1 of Listing 5.10 calls a method
of an inserted anonymous class of the StringKt class in order to generate a random
integer. Based on this random number, one of the (in this case two) decrypter methods is
selected to decrypt the encrypted strings (line 2). Note that in the case of the protected
evaluation application analysed in this work, the selected decrypter method is always the
same one, as the randomly generated number is multiplied by an integer and reduced
modulo itself. The result is then compared to 0, which always evaluates to true.

1 int subSequence3 = StringKt.AnonymousClass1.subSequence();
2 Log.i(..., StringKt.AnonymousClass1.subSequence((subSequence3 * 4) %

subSequence3 == 0 ?
"Jf}giceci/]p{}Uvb~npnb<jwkh!`vmibSqyo++io|x~5" :
ForwardingListener.AnonymousClass1.split(56, "))4($3'.nxs"), 6
));

→
→
→
→

Listing 5.10: DashO: Replaced strings.

The anonymous class inserted into the StringKt class is shown in Listing 5.11. As
explained previously, one method (lines 2 - 4) is used for generating a random integer,
while the other one (lines 6 - 16) is used for the actual string decryption process. However,
the decryption routine solely applies simple bit operations to each character, such as XOR
and AND, allowing to reimplement the algorithm (see subsection 6.3.1).

In this example – as we have specified two decrypter methods in the DashO configuration –
a second decryption method (ForwardingListener.AnonymousClass1.split())
is involved (see Listing 5.10). However, the implementation of this method only differs
slightly to the one shown in Listing 5.11.

Root Detection

DashO allows developers to configure various “responses” for its root detection mechanism
and environment checks in general [207]. For example, DashO can be configured to
throw an exception or cause the application to “freeze” if a rooted device was detected.
In addition, the specified responses can be configured to occur only with a specified
probability. As a result, the observed behaviour is not deterministic when trying to
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1 public class AnonymousClass1 {
2 public static int subSequence() {
3 return new Random().nextInt(75) + 1;
4 }
5
6 public static String subSequence(String str, int i) {
7 char[] charArray = str.toCharArray();
8 int length = charArray.length;
9 int i2 = 0;

10 while (i2 != length) {
11 charArray[i2] = (char) (charArray[i2] ^ (i & 95));
12 i++;
13 i2++;
14 }
15 return String.valueOf(charArray, 0, length);
16 }
17 }

Listing 5.11: DashO: Inserted anonymous class used for decrypting strings.

analyse a protected application. Additionally, DashO can be configured to inject the
environment checks into various methods within the source code.

For the purpose of analysing the functionality of the root detection mechanism itself, we
configure DashO to inject the root detection functionality into a single method and call a
method for setting the result of the check – without taking advantage of any additionally
configurable behaviour, such as throwing an exception. The configuration for achieving
this behaviour is shown in Listing 5.12. Line 5 specifies the field or method that is called
to store the result of the check. Further, the class and method where the detection
functionality should be injected into is specified in lines 7 and 8.

Decompiling the protected APK with jadx reveals that the root detection functionality
was inserted into the specified performCheck() method. However, the implementation
is obfuscated through reflection and string encryption. Thus, method calls are not directly
visible. Nonetheless, DashO applies the same procedure for encrypting its own strings as
when explicitly enabling the string encryption mechanism as described previously. As a
result, the same approach for decrypting strings can be used (see subsection 6.3.1). In
combination with the usage of a regular expression in order to identify encrypted strings,
all strings of (decompiled) class files can be decrypted automatically. Applying this
procedure reveals the methods that are called through reflection and used for detecting
a rooted device. The decompiled and “string-decrypted” source code reveals that it
fulfils two primary purposes: Checking whether certain files, such as su binaries, exist
by using several File.exists() [25] calls, and checking whether certain applications,
such as root management applications, are installed on the device by leveraging Android’s
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1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
2 <dasho mode="android" version="11.2.1">
3 <injection>
4 <checks>
5 <rootCheck action="setRooted()">
6 <locations>
7 <classes name="a.b.app.DashORootCheck">
8 <method name="performCheck" signature="" />
9 </classes>

10 </locations>
11 </rootCheck>
12 </checks>
13 </injection>
14 </dasho>

Listing 5.12: DashO: Root detection configuration.

PackageManager [31]. A snippet of the decompiled code containing the former purpose
is shown in Listing 5.13. In lines 4 - 8 an array is filled with various strings representing
different locations where a superuser binary could be present. The injected code then
proceeds to iterate through this array, checking whether the file with the respective path
exists (lines 10 - 19). If this is the case, a variable is set to some value (line 14), which is
used later on to check whether any indication for a rooted device has been found (line
23). In addition to the decompiled code, strace shows several faccessat [152] calls
to check whether files exist, confirming the described behaviour.

Between checking potential superuser binaries and the final assignment of the check’s
result, the seconds mechanic of the root check – namely checking whether certain
applications are installed on the device – is performed (not depicted in Listing 5.13).
First, several package names are stored in an array. Afterwards, the array is iterated
and the getPackageInfo() method of the PackageManager class is used to check
whether the respective package is installed on the device. Again, if this is the case, a
variable is set to some value, indicating that a rooted device was detected. In addition to
the decompiled code, jtrace confirms the usage of Android’s PackageManager for
checking installed packages.

On top of the primary checks described above, the existence of /system/etc/
security/otacerts.zip is checked. This file is used to verify the signature of
over-the-air (OTA) updates of the Android OS [48]. A missing file indicates that
a custom Android OS image that is not updated through OTA updates is installed.
Furthermore, it is checked whether the Build.TAGS constant [15] (corresponding to the
ro.build.tags system property) is equal to test-keys, which indicates an emulator
(i.e. developer build) [234].
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1 private final void performCheck() {
2 // ...
3
4 String[] strArr = new String[10];
5 strArr[0] = "/system/bin/su";
6 strArr[1] = "/system/bin/sudo";
7 // ...
8 strArr[9] = "/vendor/bin/sudo";
9 int i4 = 0;

10 for (int i5 = 10; i4 < i5; i5 = 10) {
11 File file = new File(strArr[i4]);
12 Class<?> cls = Class.forName("java.io.File");
13 if (((Boolean) cls.getMethod("exists").invoke(file)).

booleanValue()) {→
14 d = 100.125d;
15 break;
16 } else {
17 i4++;
18 }
19 }
20
21 // Checking whether certain applications are installed...
22
23 if (d < 100.0d) {
24 setRooted(false);
25 return;
26 }
27 setRooted(true);
28 }

Listing 5.13: DashO: Snippet of root detection implementation.

5.3 Main Differences Between Analysed Tools and
Mechanisms

Based on the results of the previous analysis, the following section describes several
differences in the implementations of anti-reverse engineering tools and mechanisms.

5.3.1 Native vs Bytecode Implementation
Some mechanisms offered by anti-reversing tools, such as environment checks and string
encryption, are suited to be implemented in native code, which is compiled to machine
code and stored inside an APK as a shared object. Implementing such mechanisms
in native code makes reverse engineering more cumbersome, as machine code reveals
less information when decompiled compared to bytecode [88]. Additionally, native code
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implementations can be obfuscated using well studied, advanced obfuscation techniques,
thus further impeding reverse engineering [114]. For example, packing techniques can be
employed in order to unpack and load code during runtime, making static analysis even
more difficult.

In our analysis, we observed that DexProtector pursues the native approach. DexPro-
tector’s native library, which is stored in an encrypted form and additionally employs
packing techniques, implements the offered environment checks and decryption routines
for the string and class encryption mechanisms.

In contrast, DashO directly injects the implementations of the environment checks into the
specified Java methods. Although the injected code is obfuscated through reflection and
string encryption, it is reversible and implementation details can be revealed. Similarly,
DashO injects the decryption routines for its string encryption mechanism directly into
Java classes, allowing to reimplement them and thus restore the original strings.

LIAPP provides a combination of the two approaches. While its environment checks are
deeply embedded into the initialisation routine of the native library, impeding overwriting
the implementations directly, the string decryption routine is implemented as bytecode.
However, the corresponding code segments for decrypting strings are not available when
statically analysing the APK, as they are loaded dynamically during runtime.

5.3.2 Mandatory Hooking Detection
For analysing the mechanisms that are focus of this work, we aimed to exclusively enable
the mechanisms in question. However, out of the three analysed tools, one of them,
namely LIAPP, prevents some “default” options, with one of them being the inclusion
of hooking detection, to be turned off. As the hooking detection mechanism prevents
dynamic analysis of the application with tools like Frida, the mandatory hooking detection
does not only protect the application where LIAPP was applied to but also LIAPP and
its applied mechanisms.

In comparison, DexProtector and DashO do not force their hooking detection mechanisms
to be enabled. Instead, the mechanism can be enabled or disabled in the respective
configuration file where other environment checks, such as root detection, are configured
as well. This allows dynamically analysing other anti-reversing mechanisms provided by
the tools without the need of bypassing a hooking detection mechanism.

5.3.3 Entry Points of Environment Checks
The three analysed tools differ in the way the environment checks are called. Besides the
usability aspect from an application developer’s perspective, single entry points make it
easier for reverse engineers to analyse and bypass the checks.

DexProtector only provides a single (native) method per environment check that is called
to perform the respective check. Additionally, two callback methods can be configured,
with one of them being called based on the check’s result. Overwriting either the method
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that invokes the environment check or the one that is called on a positive check result
allows bypassing the check.

DashO allows configuring multiple methods that perform an environment check and
multiple methods/actions that are called/performed for handling the result of the check.
Thus, it might not be sufficient to intercept a single method call that performs an
environment check, as there could be multiple entry points present.

LIAPP takes a different approach. Instead of injecting calls to methods that perform
the environment checks, the checks are already embedded into the loading routine of
the native library. Hence, no direct entry point is visible and the trivial approach of
overwriting the loading routine to bypass the hooking detection fails, as it impedes the
correct functionality of the application.

5.3.4 Complexity of Root Detection
In addition to the fact that environment checks – in particular root detection as we
analysed it as part of this work – can be implemented in native or Java code, the
complexity of the mechanisms’ implementations varies.

DexProtector performs several separate checks, ranging from checking the existence of
superuser binaries to analysing /proc/self/mounts, for detecting a rooted device.
Should one of these check results turn out to be positive, the device is classified as rooted.

LIAPP and DashO rely on less indicators. Both tools check various potential locations
of the su binary as well as the value of a system property. While LIAPP additionally
checks the existence of Magisk-related files, DashO determines whether a root manage-
ment application, such as Magisk, is installed. Further, DashO checks the existence of
certificates used for over-the-air updates.

5.3.5 Obfuscation of Tool-Related Code
All of the analysed tools aim to conceal implementation details by applying various
obfuscation techniques, which vary from tool to tool, to the injected bytecode.

DexProtector and LIAPP apply identifier renaming, control flow obfuscation, as well as
string encryption to their respective injected classes, such as the Application class.
Furthermore, some tool-related functionality, such as DexProtector’s TLS certificate
pinning mechanism or LIAPP’s string decryption routine, is loaded during runtime.

DashO applies more rudimentary obfuscation techniques, namely string encryption and
obfuscation through reflection, to its injected functionality. In addition, the injected code
segments are directly present in the APK, allowing to statically analyse the injected
functionality.
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CHAPTER 6
Bypass of Anti-Reverse

Engineering Mechanisms

The following chapter describes how anti-reverse engineering mechanisms provided by
the analysed tools can be bypassed by utilising the knowledge of internal implementation
details gained through the previous analysis. Further, we present a basic approach for
automatically identifying the applied anti-reverse engineering tool in order to provide a
solution for bypassing the anti-reversing mechanisms applied by any of the three tools
that are focus of this work.

6.1 DexProtector
In the following, we describe several approaches to revert/bypass DexProtector’s [145]
class and string encryption, TLS certificate pinning, as well as root detection mechanisms.
We implemented these approaches as Frida [95] scripts and tested them by applying them
to our evaluation application protected with DexProtector version 12.0.1.

6.1.1 String Encryption
In order to revert DexProtector’s string encryption mechanism to reveal all original,
decrypted strings, we present two approaches.

First, the native s function that takes an encrypted string and returns the decrypted
one can be hooked in order to track the function calls with the passed parameters and
corresponding return values. This procedure can be realised by hooking the JNI function
RegisterNatives [195], which is used to register native functions during runtime. By
hooking this function, the address of the s function can retrieved, allowing to hook the
function using Frida’s Interceptor API [96]. Whenever the s function is called, the Frida
script converts the passed string parameter, i.e. the encrypted string, into hexadecimal
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representation as it might contain unprintable characters and logs it. Before the function
returns, the Frida script logs the returned value, i.e. the corresponding decrypted string.
Furthermore, we extended the script to store the mappings of encrypted to decrypted
strings in a file, allowing further processing, e.g. automatically replacing the encrypted
strings within a decompiled class with its decrypted counterparts.

The second approach consists of dumping the memory of the application during runtime.
As the strings must be decrypted before usage, i.e. the s function has to be called
with the corresponding parameter, a memory dump of the application usually contains
the strings that have been loaded up to the point in time when the memory was
retrieved. Various methods for extracting the memory of an Android application exist.
For example, the command line tool Android Debug Bridge (adb) [7], which enables
communication with an Android device, can be used to create a heap dump of a specified
application. Afterwards, the resulting dump can be opened with the Android Profiler [39],
which is directly integrated into Android Studio [9]. This method provides a very
clearly represented overview of all Java instances (including strings) stored on the heap.
However, Android does only allow dumping the heap of applications that are built
with the android:debuggable attribute set to true inside the Android manifest.
Therefore, already built release applications have to be set to “debuggable” through
repackaging and resigning.

In addition, memory dumps can be created using various (open-source) projects developed
for this purpose. For example, fridump [105] leverages Frida in order to extract the
memory of an application. The memory contents are written to several files, which can
be used for further analysis and/or filtering, e.g. only including all printable strings.

6.1.2 Class Encryption
Similar to the string encryption mechanism, encrypted classes must be decrypted during
runtime in order to be executed. Thus, DexProtector’s class encryption mechanism can
be reverted by extracting the decrypted classes during runtime in order to analyse them
further, e.g. through decompilation. To do so, we present two approaches.

As a first approach, the DexFileLoader::OpenCommon [4] function, which is used
to load a DEX file during runtime, can be hooked in order to extract the DEX file at
the address passed as a parameter. Further, the total size of the DEX file (in bytes) is
passed as another parameter and is also included within the header of the DEX file [47].
Based on the address and size, the DEX file can be extracted from memory using Frida.
In addition to hooking OpenCommon, the ClassLinker::DefineClass [3] function
has to be hooked in the same way as described above, as this function is used to load
specific classes from DEX files. However, when applying this approach to our evaluation
application, inspection of the dumped files revealed that the extracted DEX files are valid
but not complete, i.e. parts of the application’s bytecode are missing. This observation
leads to the conclusion that DexProtector splits up the DEX file(s) that is/are loaded
during runtime and distributes loading the subfiles across various functions, such as
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OpenCommon and DefineClass. As there could be additional functions used to load
DEX files, extracted DEX file(s) might not be complete.

To circumvent the problem described above, another approach, consisting of extracting
DEX files from the application’s memory based on the DEX file structure [47], can
be applied. The open-source project frida-dexdump [127] implements this approach
leveraging Frida to identify and dump the corresponding memory sections. In order to
identify DEX files within an application’s memory, two criteria are used: First, DEX
files must start with the bytes 64 65 78 0a ("dex\n"), followed by a version number.
Second, the map_list element [47], a list of the entire contents of the DEX file, must
exist and be valid. frida-dexdump enumerates all readable memory segments and checks
both conditions for each of the segments. If at least one of these two conditions is
fulfilled, the relevant memory section is dumped after retrieving the size of the DEX file
by reading the corresponding header field or, if the header is not or only partly present,
by subtracting the address of the map_list ending with the starting address.

6.1.3 TLS Certificate Pinning

Based on the analysis results, bypassing DexProtector’s TLS certificate pinning mechanism
is possible through overwriting the implementation of the method that replaced the
previous url.openConnection() call and performs further method calls in order
to invoke the certificate verification process. By returning url.openConnection(),
we prevent further verification logic from being executed and thus are able to bypass
the pinning mechanism. However, the class and name of the target method have to be
determined first, as class and method name are generated randomly. Therefore, we hook
the ClassLinker::DefineClass [3] function, which is used to load classes during
runtime. For each loaded class, we check if it contains a method with java.net.URL [41]
as a single parameter. If this is the case, the implementation of the found method has
to be modified as described above in order to circumvent the TLS certificate pinning
routine.

6.1.4 Root Detection

DexProtector’s root detection mechanism can be bypassed through a variety of ways.
First, by hooking the RegisterNatives [195] function, which is used to register
native functions during runtime, the registered native functions can be retrieved. One
of the registered functions is the r() function, which was inserted into the specified
doProbe() method and used to execute the actual root detection mechanism within
DexProtector’s native library. Overwriting the doProbe() or r() function with an
empty implementation causes the root check to not being executed, resulting in none
of the specified callbacks being called. If this behaviour is not desired, one of the two
functions can be overwritten with an implementation that calls the callback used for
indicating a negative root check result. Alternatively, the positive check callback can be
overwritten such that it calls the negative check callback. In addition, in order to cause
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as little side effects as possible, the JSON object that is passed as a parameter to one
of the callbacks should be retrieved and modified accordingly, i.e. setting all flags to 0,
before passing it to the negative check callback.

6.2 LIAPP
In the following, we present potential approaches to bypassing LIAPP’s [165] string
encryption, class encryption, and root detection mechanisms. However, due to LIAPP’s
necessary hooking/Frida detection, we could not evaluate the effectiveness of those ap-
proaches. Nonetheless, we additionally provide an approach for bypassing LIAPP’s root
detection mechanism that does not leverage Frida or another dynamic code instrumenta-
tion/hooking tool, and instead relies on modifying files on an Android emulator. The
latter approach has been tested on the basis of our evaluation application protected with
LIAPP on 16 August 2022.

6.2.1 String Encryption
LIAPP’s string encryption mechanism depends on a method that takes an integer as a
parameter and returns the decrypted string. Although this decryption method is not
present in the APK and loaded during runtime, the method can potentially be retrieved
by hooking the ClassLinker::DefineClass [3] function. This approach is similar
to the one used for identifying the relevant method in order to bypass DexProtector’s
TLS certificate pinning mechanism. Hooking the loaded decryption method and logging
the parameter as well as return value should reveal the mappings of integers to strings.

Additionally, dumping the application’s memory, as described in subsection 6.1.1, could
succeed in dumping the decrypted strings, as the strings must be decrypted before usage.

6.2.2 Class Encryption
For bypassing LIAPP’s class encryption mechanism, two approaches, similar to the ones
used for reverting DexProtector’s class encryption mechanism, could be successful. On the
one hand, as LIAPP leverages the ClassLoader [17] API in order to load classes during
runtime, the corresponding functions, such as OpenCommon [4] and DefineClass [3],
can be hooked. On the other hand, the approach consisting of dumping the application’s
memory and identifying as well as extracting present DEX files based on the structure of
DEX files [47] can be applied. Both of these approaches are the same as for DexProtector,
see subsection 6.1.2.

6.2.3 Root Detection
Tracing LIAPP’s performed system calls revealed that openat [156] is called several times
to determine whether a superuser binary or Magisk-related [241] files exist in different
possible locations. Therefore, using Frida’s Interceptor [96] to hook the corresponding
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open function could potentially succeed in bypassing the root detection mechanism. In
doing so, the passed path is examined and – if it contains su or magisk – the return
value is replaced by -1, simulating the respective file not being present. Note that we
neglect the check of the ro.build.type property for this approach, as we assume that
the described procedure is performed on a physical device.

In addition, we could confirm the success of a Frida-less approach using an x86_64
Android emulator, running Android OS 11 without Google Play Services, thus including
a superuser binary and behaving similar to a rooted, physical device. The approach
consists of trivially renaming the su binary, which bypasses the first check. As Magisk-
related files are not present on the emulator, no further action has to be taken in that
regard. However, the ro.build.type property, which is equal to "userdebug", has
to be modified. To do so, the Android emulator has to be booted with a writeable
system partition. Afterwards, the corresponding line in the /system/build.prop file
containing all system properties, can be modified. While the typical other values of the
ro.build.type property are "user" or "eng" [43], the property can be changed
to an arbitrary value other than "userdebug". After a reboot of the emulator, the
modification can be confirmed using the getprop [42] command, which lists all present
system properties. If the modification was successful, LIAPP no longer classifies the
device/emulator as rooted.

6.3 DashO

In the following, we describe our approaches for reverting/bypassing DashO’s [205] string
encryption and root detection mechanisms. We have implemented the approaches as
Frida scripts and tested them on the basis of our evaluation application protected with
DashO version 11.2.1.

6.3.1 String Encryption

Due to DashO’s string decryption routine only relying on simple bit operations, it can
be reimplemented in other languages, such as Python [211]. As an example, Listing 6.1
shows a Python implementation of DashO’s string decryption routine that was revealed
during the analysis phase (see Listing 5.11). After reimplementing the decryption routine,
further, automatic processing can be performed. For example, using regular expressions,
calls of the decryption functions within decompiled code can be identified and replaced
by the respective decrypted strings that are obtained by calling the reimplemented string
decryption routine.

In addition to statically decrypting strings, a dynamic approach can be used. After
identifying the decryption functions, e.g. through static analysis, the identified func-
tions can be hooked in order to monitor the passed parameter (encrypted string) and
corresponding return value (decrypted string).
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1 def decrypt(encrypted, i):
2 arr = list(encrypted)
3 i2 = 0
4 while i2 != len(encrypted):
5 arr[i2] = chr(ord(arr[i2]) ^ (i & 95))
6 i += 1
7 i2 += 1
8 return ''.join(arr)

Listing 6.1: Python implementation of DashO’s string decryption routine.

6.3.2 Root Detection

DashO’s root detection mechanism consists of two primary checks – determining whether
certain files exist and checking whether certain applications are installed. For bypassing
the former measure, the corresponding File.exists() [25] calls can be overwritten in
order to change the return value to false, in case a root-indicating file is checked. Alter-
natively, the return value of the underlying native function faccessat [152] (which calls
the identically named system call, as revealed through system call tracing) can be mod-
ified. For bypassing the latter measure, the PackageManager.getPackageInfo()
is hooked and the passed package name is replaced with a non-existent one in case the
method was called with a package name indicating a rooted device. Afterwards, the
original implementation of the method is called with the original or modified package
name in order to provide an appropriate return value. We assume that the described
procedure/Frida script is executed on a physical device running an unmodified An-
droid version, which allows neglecting the two additional root check measures, namely
the comparison of the Build.TAGS [15] constant as well as checking the existence of
/system/etc/security/otacerts.zip.

6.4 Automatic Identification of Applied Anti-Reversing
Tool

For identifying which of the analysed anti-reversing tools has been applied to a given
application, we present two techniques. On the one hand, a static approach, implemented
by the tool APKiD [217], can be used. On the other hand, a dynamic approach that
we implement as a Frida [95] script, can be applied. Regardless of the used approach,
the output of the “identification process” can be used in order to execute the bypassing
mechanisms/scripts depending on the identified tool.
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6.4.1 Static Approach – APKiD
APKiD [217] – named after the popular tool PEiD [1], which provides a similar functional-
ity for Portable Executable (PE) files [181] – aims to identify the compiler, packer, and/or
obfuscator that was applied to an APK. The tool unpacks the given APK and applies
YARA [251] rules to the APK (e.g. in order to determine whether certain files are present),
potential native binaries, and the DEX bytecode. YARA was initially developed to help
identifying malware samples through specified descriptions based on textual or binary
patterns [251]. In the case of APKiD, YARA is used to describe the characteristics of
various obfuscation and anti-reverse engineering tools in order to identify them. APKiD
implements YARA rules for two out of the three tools that were analysed in this work –
DexProtector and LIAPP. For identifying DashO, we implement a custom YARA rule
that is applied to the DEX bytecode. In the following, we will briefly describe the YARA
rules that are used to identify DexProtector, LIAPP, and DashO:

• DexProtector : As DexProtector stores its (encrypted) native libraries inside the
assets directory, a YARA rule checking the existence of such is capable of
identifying DexProtector.

• LIAPP: For identifying LIAPP, a YARA rule that checks the existence of the
LIAPP.ini file that has been added to the assets directory is used.

• DashO: As DashO does not add native libraries or other files to the APK, a different
approach than determining the existence of such files must be pursued. DashO
injects additional code segments, e.g. for performing various environment checks or
decrypting strings during runtime, depending on the configuration. The methods
for decrypting strings are also included when the string encryption mechanism is
not enabled, as DashO’s injected code takes advantage of its own string encryption
mechanism in order to hide the intended functionality. Additionally, the executed
statements always follow a specific pattern: First, a random number is generated.
The generated number is then used as part of a multiplication and modulo operation.
The result is then used within an if condition to determine which decryption function
is finally called. Therefore, the corresponding bytecode [46] of the instruction
sequence can be used within a YARA rule that determines whether the DEX file(s)
of an APK contain(s) the specified byte sequence.

6.4.2 Dynamic Approach – Frida
In addition to statically analysing an APK, Frida [95] can be used to reveal operations
that are performed during runtime and allow inferring the applied anti-reverse engineering
tool. For example, the System.loadLibrary() function [38] that is called to load
native libraries can be hooked in order to determine the passed parameter, i.e. the file
name of the library. As the name of the loaded libraries are fixed and known beforehand,
the applied anti-reversing tool can be determined through comparing the parameter of the
System.loadLibrary() call against pre-defined values. In particular, our developed
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Frida script determines whether the library name is equal to "dexprotector" or
"xbyabz", in order to identify DexProtector and LIAPP, respectively.

Alternatively, as an immediate execution of a bypassing script might be necessary but
the System.loadLibrary() call might be delayed, Frida can be used to enumerate
the present classes during runtime. If certain tool-specific classes are present, the
applied tool can be implied. In addition to the enumeration of all loaded classes,
Frida’s Java.use() function [96] may be used to attempt retrieving a wrapper for
the given class, provided that the exact class (and package) name is known beforehand.
If no exception is thrown, it can be inferred that the specified class exists. In the
case of DexProtector, the presence of the injected AppComponentFactoryDP and
MessageGuardException classes implies the usage of said tool. Additionally, in
contrast to the presented static approach using APKiD, dynamically enumerating classes
also reveals classes that are loaded during runtime, which might be the case when certain
mechanisms, such as class encryption, are applied. This approach is also necessary for
detecting tools that do not rely on native libraries, such as DashO. More specifically, the
presence of injected anonymous classes that contain the methods used for decrypting
strings during runtime, can be determined for identifying DashO. As there are several
possible classes where DashO injects its anonymous classes, the existence of various
classes, such as androidx.core.text.StringKt$1 ($1 indicates an anonymous
class), has to be checked using the previously described approach leveraging Frida’s
Java.use() function. The whole described dynamic approach, which allows determining
if DexProtector, LIAPP, or DashO has been applied to an application, is depicted in
Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Dynamic approach for identifying applied anti-reversing tool.
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CHAPTER 7
Possible Improvements of
Anti-Reverse Engineering

Mechanisms

Based on the previous analysis results and bypassing strategies, this chapter presents
and evaluates possible approaches for improving the analysed anti-reverse engineering
mechanisms and tools.

7.1 Possible Improvements
This section presents several possible improvements for improving the analysed anti-
reverse engineering mechanisms and tools.

7.1.1 I1: Prioritise Debugging and Hooking Detection

In order to analyse (and bypass) various anti-reversing mechanisms provided by anti-
reverse engineering tools, this work leveraged dynamic analysis, especially function
hooking, to a large extent. Although each of the analysed tools provides the possibility
to detect whether a hooking framework is attached, two out of the three analysed
tools do not react to the detection’s result accordingly. More specifically, in the case of
DexProtector [145] as well as DashO [205], the environment checks are executed separately
from each other and do not influence the behaviour of the protected application. In
particular, the usage of a debugging or hooking tool, such as Frida, might have been
detected, but further measures, such as preventing further execution of the application,
are not taken. Such reactions have to be explicitly configured/implemented by the
application developer. As a result, implementation details of the ”protected“ application
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along with the anti-reversing tool can be revealed through dynamic approaches, even
though the usage of such tools might have already been detected.

In the interest of circumventing the described issue, we suggest to prioritise debugging and
hooking detection mechanisms in order to stop the execution of an application in case the
usage of such tools has been detected. Ideally, these checks are deeply integrated into the
loading procedure of the application, causing the application to immediately terminate
in case debugging or hooking tools are detected, thus preventing further analysis during
runtime.

Moreover, the described strategy can be used to prevent the execution of decryption
routines. In particular, anti-reverse engineering tools could aim to avoid executing
the decryption routines of corresponding mechanisms immediately at the start of the
application. Instead, the decryption of strings, classes, etc. could be performed after
various environment checks have been executed and determined a “safe” environment,
i.e. no debugging or hooking tools are attached. Therefore, decryption routines are not
executed when analysis tools are used, preventing the extraction of decrypted contents.

7.1.2 I2: Prevent Debugging and Hooking Tools From Attaching
In addition to detecting potentially attached debugging and hooking tools, mobile
application anti-reversing tools can aim to prevent reverse engineering tools from attaching
in the first place. A basic approach for doing so consists of forking a child process and
attaching it to the parent via ptrace [158]. As only one tracer per process is allowed,
further attempts to attach to the parent process will fail [198]. Although a rudimentary
implementation of this approach can be bypassed easily, e.g. through killing the child
process and therefore also the tracer of the parent process, more sophisticated techniques,
such as forking multiple processes tracing each other, can be employed [198].

7.1.3 I3: Run Environment Checks Repeatedly
Executing various environment checks is one of the essential features of the majority of
mobile anti-reverse engineering tools. However, during our analysis, we observed that
some protection tools only execute these checks at specific points during the runtime of
an application, e.g. at the start of the application. With such centralised approaches,
entry points to various environment checks are relatively straight-forward to identify for
reverse engineers, allowing to remove or overwrite the specific function calls. Further,
time-of-check to time-of-use problems when attaching debuggers or hooking tools during
the runtime of an application after the corresponding checks have already been executed
and the (negative) check results have been evaluated in order to evade detection might
arise.

To circumvent the described scenario, anti-reversing tools can aim to avoid executing
environment checks at one single point during the application’s runtime. Instead, the
environment check logic can be executed at different points in time of the application’s
runtime. On the one hand, this can be achieved by inserting multiple calls to the
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check routines at different locations within the application’s code base. On the other
hand, anti-reverse engineering tools might inject calls to environment check routines into
commonly used Android/Java APIs, making it difficult to trace the relevant code sections.
Taking it one step further, anti-reversing tools could implement periodic executions of
environment checks. Ideally, a native library that starts a routine for repeatedly executing
the mechanisms’ implementations is used.

7.1.4 I4: Avoid Usage of C Standard Library Functions
Environment checks often rely on system calls to perform the required checks, as our
analysis shows. For example, root detection implementations might leverage open [156]
or stat [159] to determine whether certain files exist [234]. Typically, system calls are
not invoked directly, but by corresponding wrapper functions contained in the C standard
library (libc) [155] [153]. However, as libc is a dynamic library, it exports the system
call wrapper functions, allowing to dynamically instrument, e.g. hook, the functions
directly [81]. As a result, the executed operations used for providing anti-reversing
mechanisms, such as environment checks, can be intercepted and overwritten directly.

In order to mitigate the described attack vector, anti-reversing mechanisms could refrain
from using libc functions for essential operations. Instead, system calls can be called
directly. This task is not trivial, as libc functions usually perform other required steps,
such as copying arguments to the appropriate registers, in addition to invoking the
corresponding system call [153]. Thus, musl [184], an implementation of libc built on top
of the Linux system calls API and optimised for static linking, can be used. Although
system calls can still be traced/intercepted using dynamic code instrumentation, e.g. by
leveraging Frida’s Stalker API [97] allowing to trace executed instructions, the process of
identifying and intercepting the essential operations is made more cumbersome compared
to when wrapper functions of the C standard library are used.

7.1.5 I5: Introduce Indeterminism to Environment Checks
Analysing applications often represents a trial and error procedure, consisting of aiming
to verify assumptions through repeatedly executing the application in question and
observing the outcome and executed operations. Commonly, a deterministic behaviour is
assumed, allowing to conduct the described procedure. Therefore, indeterminism can
result in an impediment during analysis.

In the case of mobile anti-reversing tools, indeterminism can be implemented through
a variety of ways. For example, DashO allows configuring different behaviours, such
as terminating or freezing the application in case of a positive check result [207]. The
actual carried out behaviour is selected randomly. However, this approach only consists
of randomising the performed actions after the check routines have been executed and
relies on the developer to be configured accordingly. Thus, we suggest introducing
indeterminism within the implementations of anti-reversing mechanisms themselves. For
example, the execution order of the performed environment checks during initialisation
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can be randomised on each application run. Further, the instructions of each environment
check can be executed in different sequences, wherever possible. Finally, in case of a
positive check result, an approach similar to the one DashO applies might be used to
ensure that it is not possible to immediately imply the check result, e.g. by means of a
terminating application. Instead, reactions that differ on each application run could be
performed.

7.1.6 I6: Verify Execution of Environment Check Routines
Many bypassing strategies for mechanisms provided by anti-reversing tools rely on
overwriting specific functions that would otherwise perform various checks and result in
the application’s behaviour being changed drastically, e.g. by terminating the application.
Performing such bypassing strategies often remains undetected, which is commonly the
case when environment check routines are executed without being interwoven with other
parts of the application.

To counteract, anti-reversing tools can aim to ensure that/verify whether environment
check routines have been executed completely. An example for this approach has been
observed during the analysis of LIAPP [165]. LIAPP interweaves its hooking and
debugging detection mechanisms with the loading/initialisation procedure of its native
library that is required for a proper functionality of the protected application as it
implements other required mechanisms, such as the class decryption routines. Therefore,
the initialisation of the native library entails the execution of required environment checks,
such as hooking detection. Thus, as these checks are integrated into the initialisation
process, trivial bypassing strategies, such as overwriting the executed functions used for
initialisation and therefore also performing required environment checks, will result in
the application terminating, as the initialisation procedure was interfered with.

In addition to embedding environment checks into essential initialisation procedures,
implementations of anti-reverse engineering mechanisms might aim to verify whether the
intended functions have been executed completely. A fundamental approach for doing so
is to set one or multiple flags as part of the execution of the required checks. Later on,
during the runtime of the protected application, these flags can be checked at several
locations, and enforce immediate termination of the application in case one of the flags
was not set, indicating that one or more required checks have not been executed properly.
However, as debuggers and hooking frameworks could be used to modify the values of the
flags, such techniques should generally be implemented in combination with (advanced)
obfuscation techniques, for which we describe some examples in the following section.

7.1.7 I7: Implement Advanced Obfuscation Techniques
Anti-reversing tools commonly employ obfuscation techniques for two main reasons:
On the one hand, some tools support obfuscating the application code as part of the
offered anti-reversing mechanisms. On the other hand, most tools focus on obfuscating
the injected routines that implement various mechanisms, such as environment checks,
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themselves. During our analysis, we observed that – although obfuscation was applied to
the injected routines – the used obfuscation techniques were mostly restricted to standard
techniques, such as string encryption or obfuscation through reflection. As a result, we
were able to partly reconstruct the obfuscated code through restoring the original strings
in order to gain knowledge about implementation details of the implemented mechanisms.

To counteract, anti-reversing tools can aim to not only rely on standard obfuscation
techniques, but instead leverage advanced obfuscation techniques. For, example Mixed
Boolean-Arithmetics (MBAs) [267] represent a way to transform simple expressions into
representations that use arithmetic and boolean operators and are difficult to analyse [163].
Although the transformation changes an expression’s complexity drastically, the semantics
of the original expression is preserved. An example for an expression that was obfuscated
using an MBA transformation is shown in Listing 7.1, where the expression x+y was
transformed into a complex expression using both arithmetic and boolean operations
with an additional variable z that has no effect on the result [163].

1 int fun(int x, int y, int z) {
2 int c;
3 c = x+y;
4
5
6
7
8
9 return c;

10 }

1 int fun(int x, int y, int z) {
2 int c;
3 c = 4*(~x&y)-(x^y)-(x|y)+4

*~(x|y)-~(x^y)-~y-(x|~y)+1
+6*x+5*~z+(~(x^z))-(x|z)-2

*~x-4*(~(x|z))-4*(x&~z)+3*
(~(x|~z));

→
→
→
→

4
5 return c;
6 }

Listing 7.1: MBA transformation example [163].

Another technique aiming to increase the complexity of a program’s control flow are
opaque predicates [72] [73]. Opaque predicates can be applied for different purposes,
such as software watermarking [185] [51] or obfuscation [268] [139]. Typically, opaque
predicates refer to some constant values that are known during build time but difficult to
reveal during analysis, especially when combined with other obfuscation techniques [259].
In order to translate this concept for obfuscation purposes, constants can be replaced
with methods that contain complex expressions (potentially also MBAs [163]) and always
return the same value, regardless of the passed parameter(s).

7.2 Expert Evaluation
For evaluating the presented improvements, we interviewed 5 experts in the field of
IT security. After some introductory questions related to the experts’ opinions on and
experiences with anti-reversing mechanisms, the possible improvements were presented
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one after the other. For each of the presented possible improvements, the experts were
asked to estimate the effectiveness (regarding the impediment of bypassing anti-reversing
mechanisms and application analysis) of the given possible improvement on a scale from 1
to 5 (1 = not effective at all, 5 = very effective) and to justify their estimations in detail.
The experts were asked to consider the presented improvements separately from each
other, although in practice, multiple approaches could potentially be used in combination
with each other. The job roles and years of experience of the interviewed experts are
listed in Table 7.1.

Id Job Role(s) Years of Experience
E1 Assistant software and security engineer 3
E2 Various, e.g. security analyst or incident responder more than 15
E3 Security specialist (focus on mobile security) 10
E4 Penetration tester 5
E5 Penetration tester 3

Table 7.1: Job roles and years of experience of interviewed experts.

Figure 7.1 illustrates how the interviewed experts estimated the effectiveness of each of the
possible improvements introduced in section 7.1 based on the previously introduced scale
from 1 to 5. In general, the experts largely classified the presented possible improvements
as effective ways to further impede reverse engineering.
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Figure 7.1: Arithmetic mean values of effectiveness estimations of presented possible
improvements.
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7.2. Expert Evaluation

The interviewed experts considered the usage of anti-reverse engineering mechanisms
in order to impede reverse engineering as reasonable and recommendable. Commonly
mentioned possible consequences of reverse engineering of mobile applications include
repackaging as well as theft of intellectual property. Additionally, the majority of the
participating experts have already been involved in projects employing anti-reverse
engineering mechanisms.
The experts classified the detection as well as prevention of the usage of debugging and
hooking tools (I1 and I2, respectively) as highly effective and important. The foundation
of these statements is that dynamic analysis through hooking and debugging can result
in detailed insights of an application and further potentially allows to bypass various anti-
reverse engineering mechanisms. Therefore, impeding the possibility of dynamic analysis
represents an effective obstacle for application analysis as the detection/prevention
mechanism has to be bypassed before further dynamic analysis is possible. However,
the experts expressed their doubts regarding the technical feasibility of implementing a
reliable mechanism that prevents the usage of debugging and hooking tools (I2), even
though the experts classified preventing the usage of such tools as more effective than
solely detecting them.
The interviewed experts considered running environment checks repeatedly (I3) as an
important addition in order to recognise potential debugging or hooking tools that are
attached later during an application’s runtime. E3 noted that the repeated execution of
check routines might cause performance issues and could negatively impact an applica-
tion’s usability. E1 and E5 advised that different entry points, e.g. different functions,
should be used when distributing the calls of environment check routines across an
applications’ code base. Otherwise, overwriting a single function that is responsible
for executing the check routines might be sufficient to bypass every further invocation.
Similarly, overwriting check routines on a lower level, e.g. through modifying the return
values of used C standard library functions, might lead to the bypass of check routines.
E2 suggested that the locations/points in time where check routines are called during an
application’s runtime could be randomised on each application build. With this addition,
reverse engineers would be potentially required to repeatedly perform analysis in order
to bypass anti-reverse engineering mechanisms when dealing with different application
builds.
The experts considered avoiding the usage of C standard library functions and calling
system calls directly (I4) as an impediment to reverse engineering. However, they stated
that tracing and overwriting system calls can still be done in reasonable time. Thus,
the interviewed experts classified this approach as less effective compared to most of the
other presented ones.
E1 and E2 saw great potential in introducing indeterminism to environment check routines
(I5). Their reasoning was that indeterminism potentially requires repeated and redundant
analysis of the same application, thus increasing the needed effort for reverse engineering
the given application. In contrast, E3, E4, and E5 stated that, although indeterminism
might lead to potentially requiring repeated and redundant analysis, in most cases the
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execution order of different environment checks or instructions does not greatly impede
analysis or bypass approaches. Nonetheless, E4 noted that when randomising the reaction
to a positive check result, e.g. terminating or freezing the application, the connection
between the execution of the check and the corresponding reaction might not be clearly
visible.

The experts considered verifying the execution of environment check routines (I6) as highly
effective. All interviewed experts particularly recommended embedding the execution of
check routines into mandatory initialisation procedures. By pursuing this approach, a
more detailed and fine-grained analysis could be required in order to be able to specifically
overwrite the check routines without affecting initialisation routines necessary for the
proper execution of an application. Additionally, E2 recommended employing obfuscation
techniques in order to impede a more detailed analysis, causing this approach to be more
effective. However, E2 and E3 noted that a reliable implementation of this approach
might be challenging. Alternatively, verifying values of certain variables that suggest
the complete execution of check routines is also an effective possibility, as the respective
variables have to be identified first, according to E4 and E5.

Compared to the other presented possible improvements, the experts assessed implement-
ing advanced obfuscation techniques (I7) as the least effective approach. E4 considers the
usage of advanced obfuscation techniques as an impediment for static analysis but argues
that dynamic analysis can still be conducted as it is typically largely unaffected from the
employment of obfuscation techniques. Most of the interviewed experts noted that also
for obfuscation techniques that have just emerged or are employed less often in practise,
deobfuscation or simplification tools can quickly break such techniques. In contrast, E2
and E5 are not concerned about the development of potential deobfuscation or simpli-
fication tools, as mobile application protection is an arms race between attackers and
defenders, and therefore requires developing and employing new anti-reverse engineering
approaches consistently.
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CHAPTER 8
Conclusion and Future Work

Mobile anti-reverse engineering mechanisms, which are often employed through anti-
reverse engineering tools, aim to impede the reverse engineering process of mobile
applications. Thus, by applying anti-reversing tools and mechanisms, such as string/class
encryption and various environment checks, the functionality and implementation details
of applications can be concealed. Whilst developers might leverage such mechanisms to
protect intellectual property and prevent misuse of their benign applications, malware
developers can take advantage of anti-reversing tools and mechanisms to conceal their
malicious mobile applications. Therefore, this thesis aimed to analyse Android anti-
reversing mechanisms provided by commercial anti-reverse engineering tools in order to
gain insights into the implementations of the analysed tools and mechanisms.

After providing fundamental information about the Android operating system, common
reverse engineering techniques as well as anti-reverse engineering mechanisms, reverse
engineering tools, and the analysed anti-reversing tools, we conducted practical analysis.
Our analysis process built upon an evaluation application, where we applied string
as well as class encryption, TLS certificate pinning, and root detection mechanisms
provided by the tools DexProtector [145], LIAPP [165], and DashO [205], one mechanism
after the other. Through static and dynamic analysis and using common reversing and
diagnostic tools, such as jadx [229], Frida [95], and strace [160], we gained insights into
the implementations of the applied anti-reversing mechanisms. Based on our analysis,
we further worked out main implementation differences between the analysed tools and
mechanisms. For example, analysis showed that native implementations of anti-reverse
engineering mechanisms are typically more robust compared to bytecode implementations,
as decompilation is impeded. In addition, techniques for preventing typical bypassing
strategies through overwriting check routines can be employed by embedding checks into
the initialisation routines of native libraries. Further, we observed different prioritisation
approaches regarding hooking detection and distribution of entry points to environment
checks.
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Afterwards, we developed approaches for bypassing the analysed anti-reversing mecha-
nisms, primarily in the form of Frida scripts. Solely in the case of LIAPP [165], where the
hooking detection mechanism is integrated into the loading routine of its native library,
we refrained from using Frida and made use of an Android emulator with changed system
properties for bypassing LIAPP’s root detection mechanism. Besides LIAPP’s string
and class encryption mechanisms, we were able to develop working bypassing strategies
for all analysed mechanisms. Additionally, we developed a static and dynamic approach
using APKiD [217] and Frida [95], respectively, for automatically determining which of
the three analysed anti-reversing tools has been applied to a given application in order
to be able to execute the correct bypassing scripts. Both approaches can be extended in
the interest of adding support for additional anti-reversing tools.

Derived from our analysis results and bypassing strategies, we further presented possible
approaches for improving the analysed anti-reversing mechanisms and tools. For example,
as a majority of our analysis and bypassing procedure leveraged function hooking using
Frida, we suggest requiring mandatory hooking and debugging routines to be executed.
In case of a positive check result, the application could be terminated immediately
before potential encrypted strings or classes are decrypted in order to prevent further
dynamic analysis. Ideally, this and other mechanisms are implemented as part of a native
library and avoid using functions contained in the C standard library (libc) [155] in
order to impede traditional function hooking. In addition, anti-reversing tools could aim
to ensure that the required/configured mechanisms have been executed properly, e.g.
through embedding and verifying flags indicating a complete execution and hiding them
by applying advanced obfuscation techniques, such as Mixed Boolean-Arithmetics [267].
We evaluated the presented possible improvements by interviewing several experts in the
field of IT security. The interviewed experts mostly supported the presented ideas and
assessed them as effective ways to impede reverse engineering of Android applications.

In conclusion, this work provides detailed information about the internals of anti-reverse
engineering mechanisms provided by anti-reversing tools and shows how applied mech-
anisms can be bypassed automatically in order to enable efficient mobile application
analysis. Furthermore, this work shows that the field of mobile application security
and Android anti-reversing mechanisms and tools still represents an arms race between
attackers and defenders and thus requires continuous research.

On the basis of the results of this thesis, future research can be conducted in two main
directions. On the one hand, future works could extend the analysis of common anti-
reversing mechanisms and tools, include additional tools and mechanisms, and work out
further bypassing strategies in order to assist malware analysts. Since this work focused
on anti-reversing mechanisms for Android applications, future works could additionally
include the analysis of tools and mechanisms for iOS applications. On the other hand,
in favour of developers aiming to protect their benign mobile applications, future works
could build upon our findings as well as possible improvements and conduct further
research on the integration of advanced hardening techniques into anti-reversing tools
and mechanisms.
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APPENDIX A
Appendix

A.1 Expert Interview Guide

1. Personal Information

1.1. What is your current job role?
1.2. How many years of experience do you have in your field?

[Provision of general information and background on common anti-reverse engineering
mechanisms]

2. Introductory Questions

2.1. In your opinion, how important is the usage of anti-reverse engineering mech-
anisms for Android applications? Please justify your answer.

2.2. In your opinion, how dangerous is reverse engineering in regards to Android
applications? What are potential (negative) consequences?

2.3. Have you already employed or are you planning to employ anti-reverse engi-
neering mechanisms for Android applications?

[Explanation of rating scheme (scale 1-5)]

3. Prioritise Debugging and Hooking Detection
[Presentation of possible improvement]

3.1. In your opinion, aiming to impede bypassing anti-reversing mechanisms in order
to analyse applications, how effective is prioritising hooking and debugging
detection?
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3.2. Please justify your rating as detailed as possible.

4. Prevent Debugging and Hooking Tools From Attaching
[Presentation of possible improvement]

4.1. In your opinion, aiming to impede bypassing anti-reversing mechanisms in order
to analyse applications, how effective is preventing debugging and hooking
tools from attaching?

4.2. Please justify your rating as detailed as possible.

5. Run Environment Checks Repeatedly
[Presentation of possible improvement]

5.1. In your opinion, aiming to impede bypassing environment checks in order to
analyse applications, how effective is running such checks repeatedly?

5.2. Please justify your rating as detailed as possible.

6. Avoid Usage of C Standard Library Functions
[Presentation of possible improvement]

6.1. In your opinion, aiming to impede bypassing anti-reversing mechanisms in
order to analyse applications, how effective is avoiding using C standard library
functions?

6.2. Please justify your rating as detailed as possible.

7. Introduce Indeterminism to Environment Checks
[Presentation of possible improvement]

7.1. In your opinion, aiming to impede the analysis and bypass of environment
checks, how effective is introducing indeterminism to such checks?

7.2. Please justify your rating as detailed as possible.

8. Verify Execution of Environment Check Routines
[Presentation of possible improvement]

8.1. In your opinion, aiming to impede bypassing anti-reversing mechanisms in order
to analyse applications, how effective is verifying the execution of environment
check routines?

8.2. Please justify your rating as detailed as possible.

9. Implement Advanced Obfuscation Techniques
[Presentation of possible improvement]

9.1. In your opinion, aiming to impede the analysis of applications and poten-
tially implemented anti-reversing mechanisms, how effective is implementing
advanced obfuscation techniques?
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9.2. Please justify your rating as detailed as possible.

[Recap of introduced possible improvements with the possibility of changing the effectiveness
estimations]
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